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CACTUSES
Charlie Ruiz Vazquez

California State University, Northridge

Toni slapped a cactus before ending our desert trip last summer. I don’t
know why I thought of that particular image. There’s nothing really in her
house to remind me of the cactus. It’s full of books about, like, some guy
named “The Iliad” and physics. Sarahi doesn’t own a television, so we can’t
even watch Mad TV or Marimar. It’s just a coffee table, books, and a Christ
on the wall in front of us. There is no cactus in sight.
Pero we’re living in the middle of East Los Angeles where Doña Flores
grows naranjas and nopales in the backyard. I realize the smell of naranjas
next to the image of nopales might have brought the thought of Toni into
Sarahi’s house to kidnap my mind from her. Toni is always stealing naranjas from Doña Flores. When we run away from la vieja, he always looked at
the nopales like he wanted to jack them. He never did it though. Toni knew
that Doña Flores lo caparía.
Sarahi says my name. She is sitting next to me with her hands clasped
together. She hates it when I daydream, pero shit happens. I start to
dream. I get lost. Then found. I get lost again. She’s got this face of, like,
annoyance or preocupación. It’s disturbing.
My mama has given me that look before, pero with a little more betrayal in her eyes. Sarahi’s eyes are open wide and shine brightly. They’re not
eyes that accuse. Her eyes are blacker than any piece of prehistoric gum
found on the streets of Los Angeles, but shine brighter than any plata o oro
that they sell downtown. Those black eyes care. Those black eyes worry.
Her lips are parted enough to let a demon out, pero I’m hoping for an
angel. Her breathing is steady, in tune with the music in a thriller movie,
right before the guy pulls the curtain on a showering lady.
I’m waiting for the surprise.
Toni still has the scar of the needle on his middle finger. He says that
he tells every hyna he meets that the scar is from doing crack. He says he’s
hardcore and shit, ’cause that’s what impresses the ladies around here.
Maybe in his time, ’cause it’s different now. I know that women are a lot
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more impressed by muscles and big dicks. They don’t care about scars. He’s
just saying that scars impress ladies to make me feel better.
“Dani... What are you thinking about?” Sarahi almost whispers. Her
voice has always been low and shit. Around here, the hynas always be
yelling and cursing, pero Sarahi is different from them. She stays quiet
and low, como las ratoncitas. She stays inside to avoid the brutality of the
outside world, since we were little. When we went to high school she would
say, Dani, you have to be careful... Si no te cuedas, un vato te va robar.
She’s wrong. No vato wants me. They want someone like Sarahi.
“Nothin’,” I respond. I’m lying. I’m thinking about the cactus.
When Toni slapped the cactus, he told me that he didn’t want anyone
to know the truth because he wanted to show off the scar on his finger.
Scars are a chido thing to have, Toni would say. You can tell people that
you fucked this ruca and her man came after you. Even if you got your ass
beat, say that you won and that you got tired of the ruca and dumped her
ass. I tried it once, pero my friends laughed. They told me I didn’t have the
huevos to do it. I couldn’t argue with them.
Toni said that if I told anyone the truth, he’d cut all the extra pellejo,
pero I didn’t really want to tell anyone. Toni sabía mucho de mi. I wouldn’t
mess with Toni like that. I just wanted to know why he slapped the cactus.
The cactus never did anything. It was just there like....standing? Do cactuses stand? I mean cacti. Do cacti stand? Sarahi would be disappointed if I
said “cactuses”.
“Dani, are you listening?” Sarahi touches my arm. Her ratoncita voice
crawls into my ear and reaches my brain. The cactus is lodged there and a
ratoncita can’t move it. She’s going to try though.
“Yeah, Sara, you know what, don’t worry about it!” I lean back on the
couch and spread my legs as far as my little legs can spread. Toni said that
I should try it because it’s what los machos do, pero it’s really because he
needs to air out his ball sweat. Sarahi looks at my legs then at me. She
smiles slightly. She understands why I spread my legs when I’m sitting.
“You told me something, something....perilous, Dani.”
“Peri-qué?”
“Perilous.”
“Is that a fucking dinosaur?” I sit up again and close my legs a little,
then look at her with an offended look. She knows I’m messing with her.
Sarahi rolls her eyes in one caring, swift motion ’cause she knows I hide
behind jokes. “I’m not a fucking dinosaur, Sarahi.”
“Then what are you?”
“I’m Dani,” I answer. I put my hands in my pockets. There’s cotton in14
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side. They’re shaped sharp to pierce my hands. I hope I get some chido scar,
that way no one would question if I did fuck a ruca or not. No one would
laugh when I explain that I am Dani and I can fuck a ruca. Even if I don’t
have huevos.
“Who is Dani?” Sarahi asks. I roll my eyes and breathe out. I pull my
hands out from my pockets. There’s no scar. I want to get up, but la ratoncita stops me with her hands. They’re soft and warm. She uses the cream
my mama gave me, which I ended up giving to Sarahi. She opens her lips
and I wonder who will come out of her mouth. She says, “Listen to me,
¿quién es Dani?”
Toni didn’t cry when he slapped the cactus. He just looked at the blood
on his hand and pulled the needles with his teeth and spit them on the
desert floor. I watched him because I wanted to know if he could cry. I’ve
never seen a homie cry. A homie isn’t supposed to cry. I cry all the time,
but I guess it’s expected.
“Who are you, Sarahi?” I ask. Maybe I can cheat off of her answer like
I’ve always done. My mama loves Sarahi. Sarahi is perfect. She’s got the
long lashes, plump lips, and bouncing breasts. She helps my mama with the
dishes and talks to her about how she should do her makeup. They go shopping together and come back with elegant dresses. I come back with a new
cachucha and a guayabera. When they try their dresses on, Mama always
tells me to be like her, pero I can’t. Mama no sabe eso.
“I’m Sarahi. I’m Latina, educated, and bonita,” Sarahi answers easily.
My mama would be proud that she called herself “bonita”. Sarahi is bonita
with black hair that’s longer than the 5 Freeway, lips that are pink and red
like a pomegranate on a hot summer day, and big eyes that are deeper than
any community pool here in East Los. I try to find the right answer, pero
Toni and the cactus are stuck in the pink flesh of my brain.
When Toni was done taking the needles out, he fell on the ground
and we watched the stars together. He reached over and put his hand on
my forehead. I felt his fingers tremble above my skin and eyebrows. His
voice shivered out of his mouth, careful that the stars wouldn’t hear him.
He asked me if I was scared. He asked me if I was sure. He asked me how
I knew. Then he cried. The blood from his hands got into my eyes. I let it
sting.
“Dani...,” Sarahi repeats my name.
“Yeah, I know.” I answer.
I don’t know.
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IN CHICAGO, WE GO TO
CHURCH TO FEEL
SOMETHING
Laina Sweetney

Florida Southern College

Shattered hearts wear knotted ties.
On Sunday mornings,
Black Chicago sings a piercing song
of pain tied up in church shoes.
Praise fills the air like collection plates
brimming with dollar bills sowed—
crumbled increase kissing wooden baskets.
I sometimes dream of football while my legs
stick to church pews. Full—body touching body.
Here, we are wired together, drowning in shades
of brown as deep as the river that runs through us.
Nothing can match the pitch of a Negro’s praise.
I’ve found God in the sharp creases Dad puts in my slacks,
and beneath the shaded brim of Momma’s church hat.
He taught me how to lick the landscapes of my
complexion and taste the sweetness of mahogany—
hungry and ravenous.
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THE BAD IDEA CATALOG
Laina Sweetney

Florida Southern College

Mother once said that good ideas often come to you like nomads carrying
patch-worked pillow cases filled with pilfered scraps in the night, but even
she never knew whose calloused fingers crafted the bad ones. Never eat
snow crabs and Breyers 2-in-1 ice cream under the crisp lick of the sun,
she’d say, unless you’re prepared to be acquainted with the porcelain rim of
a toilet seat or death if you’re lucky. And if you’re ever up watching television at 4 am and want someone to warm the soggy spot next to you on the
couch, call your dog first, or perhaps your cat if you have one because life
is filled with bad ideas disguised as late night phone calls. And if somehow
you open your eyes one day and realize that the hairstyle you’ve worn for
years suddenly makes you look like you’re a hitchhiker along a California
road, go back to sleep. Permanent changes never fix temporary issues. And
we’re all here for nothing. And we’re all here for nothing. And we’re all
here for nothing. And we’re all here for nothing. Her lessons dance around
my tongue like kindergarten pencil shavings scattered across sticky plastic
tables. They sharpen me as I swallow them whole. Bad idea.
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THE MONASTERY
Connor Batsimm

Skidmore College

Chester says to meet him behind the monastery at 10 pm. He says he’s
going to take you and the baby up to his aunt’s house on Lake Superior,
where the water is the color of cotton candy. He says don’t be late. You’re in
the kitchen, eating a peanut butter and banana sandwich, eyes darting to
the clock every few minutes, watching the big hand wander up to 10. You’ve
stuffed a few dresses, some sweaters, your bathing suit into your book bag.
Your book bag looks older than you remembered. Its edges are starting to
fray and turn yellow. Maybe Chester can buy you a new one when you make
it up to Lake Superior.
It’s quarter to 10. You lace up your shoes and duck out the back door, careful it doesn’t thud behind you. Daddy’s in a deep whiskey sleep and would
be in one evil mood if you woke him. Imagine how evil his mood would be
if he knew you were going to Lake Superior, where the water is the color
of cotton candy. Imagine when he finds you gone. Imagine if he knew you
were never coming back. You jog out through the cornfield, out to the old
wood fence. There’s a hole up ahead where three of the fence boards have
fallen down. You squeeze through. It’s tighter than you thought it’d be.
When did you gain so much weight? You were always so thin.
You’re almost done packing. A few dresses, some sweaters, your bathing
suit. But you’re starting to lose focus. You keep thinking about cotton candy. You keep thinking about baby names. If it’s a girl, you want to name her
Amanda. If it’s a boy, Peter. You hope it’s a girl. You’re losing focus. Your
fingers are fiddling with the clasp on your book bag. It’s new, a present
from Cousin Margaret for your 16th birthday. You keep forgetting to send
her a “thank you” card. You’ll be sure to send her one once you get to Lake
Superior. Maybe you can find a postcard.
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It’s almost 10. You’re almost at the corner of Willow and Main. That’s
where the monastery is. But something’s wrong. There’s an ugly blue light
sneering out at you. It’s shining from a strange building on the corner of
Willow and Main. It’s where the monastery is supposed to be. You’ve never
seen this building before. It’s low and square, in the middle of a big lot,
next to a banner that says, “Ernie’s Glo-Bowling and Fun Complex.” There’s
something wrong with the cars.
You pull yourself through the hole where one of the fence boards has fallen
down. Your body is coiled and tense, like an elastic band. Your belly is just
starting to swell. You bounce along the dirt path through the cornfield,
book bag flopping up behind you. The night is hot and wet. You can almost
taste cotton candy. You wonder what Chester thinks of the name Amanda.
It’s bright in here, and the air smells like oil and meat. There’s a song playing over the loudspeaker but it’s backwards and warbled, like it’s trickling
through a tin can. A short, sweaty man is looking across the room at you,
his feet digging into the greasy carpet. He’s red in the face, talking into
some kind of strange telephone. His eyes are glued to you. You think about
asking if he’s seen Chester. You wonder where Chester is. Maybe he’s also
here, confused, pacing the greasy carpet, wondering where the monastery
has gone.
The monastery looms over you, granite spires clawing into the hot sky. It’s
old, built long before anyone you know lived here. Hundreds of years ago,
quiet men in dark robes sat here, poring over ancient books. You wonder
where Chester is. Probably running late. Your eyes dart across the cornfield, scanning for Chester’s car, a pale blue 1936 Pontiac. You remember
the time he picked you up from school. How the other girls talked. You
think about how they’ll talk now, after you disappear. You sit down, leaning
against the brittle monastery wall, and wait.
The short, sweaty man is standing in front of you, talking animatedly, waving his arms. Next to him is a very large, older man with a thick
beard. “Excuse me, sir, have you seen Chester? He must be so confused,
looking for me.” “This is the third time this week. Always like this.” “Mom,
it’s Peter.” “Look at her bag. It’s completely rotted.” “It’s Peter. Your son.”
“Chester’s meeting me at the monastery at 10 pm.” “Chester’s not coming.
He never does.” “Next time I’m calling the police.” “Mom.” There’s a cotton
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candy machine on the other side of the greasy carpet. It’s spinning sugar
glass the color of Lake Superior.
It’s midnight. You lie in the corn grass, beside the monastery, on your back
so you don’t hurt the baby. You think about the quiet men in dark robes
who sat here, hundreds of years ago. You think about baby names. And
then for a while you don’t think about anything at all.

20
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KILOMETER 1284
Hannah Kusserow
Macalester College

One thousand two hundred and eighty-four kilometers
distant from neon lights and choking humidity.
Twelve hundred eighty-four km traveled in three days.
Day one, sun born from ashen, sludgy streets,
harsh clay outcroppings and jaw-rattling potholes carry me away
until the sun is buried in trees matted with rubbish.
Day two, potholes more navigable as traffic thins.
A trickle of long-lumbering, almost dead lorries.
Screaming, jagged rim of the earth
tumbles to green valleys and solemn gardens.
On the third day, the road is empty.
Asphalt turns to a ribbon of glittering indigo
soaring up a dune, flying into the haze between horizon and heaven.
Hill of twelve seventy-nine is crested,
and the pavement floats down into cooler valley
dappled in the shade of ancient gum Arabic trees.
After twelve eighty-four are star-drenched skies.
Youth sipping smoked Tuareg tea by the glow of coals
talk of strange vanishing lights and bare-back camel races.
At one two eight four,
towering ebonies house yammering red monkeys
and luminous-eyed bush babies moving like phantoms at night.
Here is he with walnut skin and a desire to live,
ever promising to see me again tomorrow.
Here is she with sad eyes and a heart bigger
KUSSEROW
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than the desert stretching north to the sea.
Here are they with calloused hands and old souls and learned patience.
Then the days gather and choke.
Back to that old pot-holed friend,
day three, day two, day one.
Back to auburn, torn-paper horizons and
dead white skies shrouded in smog.
Back to claustrophobic streets where I am utterly alone.
At kilometer zero, youth cough and draw at
dented cigarettes retrieved from ash trays,
stare at passers-by, wait to grow old
in this pinnacle of human advancement.
Here is he with thin skin and blood-shot eyes
barely seeing beyond heavy lids.
Here is she kissing and talking loudly of nothing.
Here at kilometer zero are they of tattooed crucifixes
and dying hopes.
And here am I, who cannot breathe again ‘til the third day.

22
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ANTHEM
Hannah Kusserow
Macalester College

Do you show under my skin, in my eyes? You are mine.
You, painting the earth beautiful with yellow sun and wind.
Rise up to the Protector Soul, the dazzling skies, stand.
To rejuvenating the heart of the ancient continent,
we walk in time to palm fronds chanting in the wind.
Feet sinking in sand, shadows swaying, dancing on skin.
Four dead, one heartbroken widow, doubt battering you.
Block ears. Be deaf as your unhearing mountains carved by wind.
I see you through the clouds of smoke, rippling in the heat.
The scent of smoldering grass. I remember flames spreading.
Their voices speak hopelessness, contagious as sparks on the wind.
Above, the raven circles in the hot updrafts of the flaming plains.
In my pulse, I feel the djembe beginning to beat its rhythm.
This your freedom: the raven gliding over the world on warm winds.
When the drums come to life, I will stand with you and fly.
Your glittering stars gave me hope when I lost all reason to live.
This your persistence: on nights dark and cold as the biting wind,
we find ourselves standing, hands intertwined, faces upturned to the stars.
I see you in the patterns in leaves, taste you in the tears on my face.
Though gentle at heart, this your power: all the force of a hail-laden wind.
You can be my homeland. I will sing you like an anthem of life.
This your song: twenty-one melodies borne up on the wind.
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DRINKING WITH FAMILY
Lizette Roman-Johnston
Skidmore College

People will insist that alcohol is good for you, that it lowers your blood
pressure and helps you sleep. They’re not wrong, at least according to the
Wine Moms of Fairfield County. Meanwhile, others scorn drinkers, accusing them of holding the bottle so close in an attempt to warm their frigid
hearts. I personally do not think using the occasional beer or glass of wine
to forget life’s woes qualifies as an unhealthy coping mechanism. If my
heart is ice, then why not add some liquor and make it a cocktail on the
rocks?
The truth? I don’t drink that much. Even as a college student, I drink
nothing compared to what some Alabama frat boy is knocking back every
Tuesday. Why don’t I constantly pound back twenty Budweisers? Well,
first of all, I can’t consume wheat (seriously, you could win in a fight with
me just by shoving a bagel in my face). Second, college is bearable without
this extracurricular. Drinking almost seems like a chore. Being away from
college, on the other hand, is not necessarily unbearable. Sure, home yields
passive-aggressive comments between parents, not-so-subtle glares that
fail to stop my father from talking, and growls from a puppy who hates me,
but it also yields quality material for a one-person drinking game.
For some young adults, it is not until they begin college that they learn
that spending time with family should not be done completely sober. Some
people reading this might clutch their pearls and say, “How inappropriate!”
To that, I choose to remind everyone that, throughout your childhood,
most of your mothers would unwind with a glass of red wine every night,
while most of your fathers would sit by the television with a cold one in
hand. Actually, it was probably more like three glasses of wine and a cold
seven, but I’m not here to ruin your childhood.
Luckily, I have already passed the age at which my mother feels comfortable serving me alcohol. Only recently have I reached the point of
getting unashamedly buzzed at the dinner table because things are slightly
uncomfortable. Such discomforts include my new boyfriend and occa24
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sionally insufferable father getting along a little too well upon their first
meeting, my mother complaining to my sister about how much my father
uses her credit card, and my father embarking on the classic twenty-minute-long story about the injustices he faced as a Little League coach over
ten years ago.
One summer, after I asked for a refill of my Pinot Noir, my father chortled. “You are your mother’s daughter,” he said. I took that statement and
ran with it. Since then, I have never passed up an opportunity to drink with
my family. In my Connecticut hometown, underage people can order alcoholic beverages if their parents are with them. My mom will smile at the
waiter. “I think I’ll have a prosecco,” she’ll say as if she’s being scandalous.
She directs the last part to me—an invitation to give the waiter a nonchalant, “Me too.” This is why I am totally fine with my family not moving to a
state way cooler than Connecticut until after I have turned twenty-one.
There is something so much more satisfying about drinking in a scenario in which you were once not supposed to; it’s a rite of passage comparable to getting a degree or losing your virginity. Drinking at college almost
feels forced. Let’s go fucking wild tonight! I wanna get sloshed! Thus, shots.
Home does not pressure you to drink, as there is no destination at which
you must be wasted to enjoy yourself. You don’t pregame for a How I Met
Your Mother marathon.
Young adults drink at home for reasons additional to “because my
parents are letting me.” Let’s face it: once exposed to the thrills of the
real world (which your parents have so expertly prepared you for), getting
cooped up in your childhood nest can be suffocating. On top of that, you
and your siblings have recently noticed things about your parents that once
flew over your heads. “Dad sure tells long stories, huh?” Cue the sound of
illusions shattering. And unfortunately, long stories may be the least of your
problems.
In a society full of family baggage, I choose denial. “How is your home
life, Lizette?” someone in touch with their emotions will ask. “I don’t
know,” I will answer with a smile, a shrug, maybe a giggle. Jokes aside,
to some extent, we are all aware of the twisted roots and scraped branches that make up our family trees. And we all have some way to distract
ourselves. Some of us run off to the basement to play video games while
others stuff their schedules with part-time jobs. Some of us hide away
at friends’ houses while others pour four glasses of wine throughout an
episode of The Bachelor. If necessary, I would do all these things, but I don’t
need friends or job qualifications to take a walk to the liquor cabinet.
ROMAN-JOHNSTON
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ODE TO YOU
Alice Pow

Bradley University

Odd shape for a meat
pile, you are. You, compact
of wet cells pulsating
with blood, and air, and
electricity, you! Machine
of muscle, do you
work correctly? Correctly?
Work implies function,
does it not? Is there a wrong
way to work? You ooze
salt, you. You drain and consume,
you. What are you even
for? Nothing. You are odd
for everything. Odd shape,
odd meat pile, you are.
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MARVIN
Brian Andrade

California State University, Northridge

Pyramid grains etched on your nose
trails of rivers tracing your lips
branches blooming from your armpit
hayfields brushing down your navel
an ink koi fish twirling your hips
are polaroids of
you concealed
in a cookie tin.
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a daydream:
Grace Carras

Michigan State University

1. Someone once wrote, “his eyes are as blue as the breaking of jars.”
2. The story was about a boy whose eyes were plucked out by birds.
3. I often imagine what I would look like with blue eyes.
4. I often imagine myself blind.
5. I often imagine myself as a boy.
6. I often imagine myself as the bird.
7. I often imagine.
8. The world looks different from inside someone’s mouth.
9. I envy everyone who doesn’t know what it’s like.
10. I am green like ripping paper,
like lemon to the iris,
		like static,
			like
1. I have never been the screaming kind.
2. I’m the tremble, the throat filled with dead leaves,
3. I can never quite clear it.
4. My dad says I watch the ground when I walk,
5. Like I think it’s going to disappear.
6. I often imagine myself blind.
7. I often imagine myself as the bird.
8. I’ve never fainted before.
9. But when I panic, I go blind and
lose feeling in my arms and
		
there are pins and needles
			
and ants in me and
10. My breath is shattered glass.
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WHEN HADES HAPPENS,
Grace Carras

Michigan State University

“there is some shit I will not eat.” –e.e. cummings
Persephone bites, scratches, and kicks all the way to Hell.
Persephone is not crushed daisies.
Persephone is brambles on fire.
Persephone feeds Tantalus and brags about it at dinner.
Persephone rolls up her sleeves, installs Hell’s first AC.
Persephone still eats pomegranates, swallows them whole.
Persephone takes Hades to Couples Therapy.
Persephone passes the tissues, is the therapist.
Persephone wears leather in the bedroom, thrashes like she did the first
day, spirals down into herself until she can see butterflies, does not mistake release for freedom.
Persephone knows freedom when she smells it.
Persephone knows freedom is the same color as envy.
Persephone fucks Hades with a strap-on.
Persephone throws beer bottles from Sisyphus’s mountain.
Persephone becomes shattered wind chimes, sings in the worst weather,
becomes the word Fire, becomes her mother.
Persephone never loses her howl.
Persephone never forgets how to bite.
Persephone grows out her fingernails, learns how to wield them.
Persephone is rabid dog, is lioness, takes her cage and makes it hornet’s
nest, Hades is never not red and purple again.
Persephone makes him the color of pomegranates.
Persephone is never the wife or the mistress, is only ever called Queen.
Persephone spits fire.
Persephone is the angry ghost of roadkill, an explosion of glass, a black eye.
Persephone grows roses, wears pink, puts her makeup on like war paint,
knows that it is war paint, knows that this is war, gets wine drunk, ruins
Christmas, never takes another dance lesson, teaches herself.
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Persephone dances.
Persephone breathes.
Persephone comes out alive.
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[here, where you stopped]
Sohum Pal
Yale University

Did anyone ever stop to look
On the staircase at home
Clutching a bannister made of not-wood, not-plastic
With the dusty carpet muffling already-soft footsteps
Out the semi-clean window,
Over the pediment of City Hall
And the turret where birds sometimes stop and sing and rest
How the clouds drifting lazily over the sky
Have made with precision the curvature of your cheek—
has anyone ever stopped to kiss you there,
in the sky settled over shabby apartments and trendy condos
over a river that is as much water as you can bear to watch
falling over the rocks
over the park where your children play
and the trees that your cat gets stuck in
in a sky where the blue is calmer than you’ve ever seen it
like veins running through the ice
Does anyone ever stop to think,
I am waiting for this beauty
To save my life, at last
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A GOLDDIGGER’S CREED
Jasmine Bratton
Florida Southern College

“Money’s a horrid thing to follow, but a charming thing to meet.” –Henry James
I like my men like I like my Versace,
worth 36.5 million and trimmed in gold, form fitting
and sensual, a darling look next to my prim and proper
platypus, still choking on a diamond leash.
I like my men to feel more worthless
than a sundial app on an Apple Watch,
their wealth an empty vacuum, a McDuck crying sapphire
tears in his vault of endless coins, no needy
nephews in sight
just me.
I like my men to take me on twenty-minute
flights to Tampa; Milian; Paris;
Byhalia, Mississippi, if we’re daring,
coddle me, spoil me like I’m curdled milk
in the skimpy southern sun,
then tell me all his fears
like I
give a damn.
I like my men not to realize that our
romance was a New York Times
bestseller, that his love to me smells
like burning fried baloney in a plastic skillet
and he is fictional,
a fictional boyfriend with a non-fictional
account at Wells Fargo.
I like my men to chain themselves with golden
links to a dying tree as a wealth of violence comes
upon them, so I can wave goodbye
with a fan made out of hundreds
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and Canadian pennies, smiling as
the gleaming hatchet comes gliding
down,
and chop!
goes my man.
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CAPITAL S
INSIDE THE BULLSHIT
Jasmine Bratton
Florida Southern College

I have a buried suspicion, let’s call it a hunch
that the boy, now man, currently named DeSean
was a core-shattering, puppy-scented crush
of my frenemy, my half-blood, half-water sister.
She blazed my skin, my certificate, my nature
with his name, next to a princess, Jasmine.
In an average, diverse classroom, five Jasmines
sit back to back, neat little rows, hunched
over worksheets and eraser filaments, crushing
individuality and stories, nurture first, understanding that nature
is strictly confined to an atrium, those little worms are not sisters
or brothers, never any neat rows of DeSeans.
A humiliating laugh asks, demands, why DeSean
would ever work as a middle name, when menstrual nature
can’t even gift the garden a steady crop. But yes, Jasmine
is acceptable, pretty, fragrant, doesn’t crush
the competition with uniqueness, buried in a hunch
of dirt, by the royalty of the 90’s, its sisters.
I’ve met two women gifted with the S name, a sister
and a stranger, and I need to, must, forget DeSean
and erase the space in a row, and think of what it’s like to crush
expectations in a meeting when your seed defies nature
and grows in the absence of reality, a magic carpet Jasmine,
will give you such a crick in the neck, an uncomfortable hunch.
A Disney prince sounds good right now, a hunch
of fiction and daydreams, a PG-rated crush.
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It’s funny that my bane, my middle-name sake, DeSean
is faker than genies on a screen, as my older sister
never confirmed his batch number. Why Jasmine,
don’t you believe me, lying isn’t in my nature.
It’s frustrating that we are two opposite sides of nature,
different faces of different currency, I’m a white Jasmine
petal, her a black orchid leaf, next to the hunch
of corn, our father, yet the frustrating phantom, DeSean,
eludes my strife to live in my now-married sister’s
dreams, an elementary, hell, maybe middle school, crush.
Does she see his eyes, maybe an orange can of Crush
on a school table next to a lackluster lunch, backs hunched
with cartoon backpacks, diverse children gathered as sisters
and brothers while one boy, DeSean,
enraptured her, nurture getting a pounding from nature,
as she fell for something, gifting me a stolen name, a mystery next to Jasmine.
Take a moment and wonder if a crush can evolve into another human being of a different nature and creed, where a sister’s decision can hunch on the back of another,
gifting a Jasmine a plot of unknown and uncharted land to perceive, and decide.
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THE GHOSTS BENEATH
CENTERFIELD
Matthew Mitchell
Hiram College

I.
I was once told
		
that a drum beat can
coax the most ferocious
		
ghosts out of a body. When
I looked toward the
		
bleachers behind centerfield,
I noticed that John wasn’t
		
in section 183, row Y. I
heard he was sick. It all
		
made sense once we had
gone seven innings &
		
there were no ghosts, no
fatalistic golden bodies,
		
waltzing in the outfield
beneath the stadium lights
		
chained to the heavens. No,
the only sound was the
		
the cacophony of
clicking tongues when
		
Lindor hit a gapper
toward the bullpen door.
II.
All of my patrimonial mistakes
		
are buried beneath third base: An
unopened wine bottle to celebrate the
		
’95 championship we never won,
my dementia-ridden grandmother cheering
		
on the Orioles after nearly seventy
years of considering Municipal & the Jake
		
her home, and the damned rally
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towel soaked in tears after blowing a
		
three-to-one World Series lead. How
tender the July night to release fireworks
		
into the sky where stars were borne
after a blowout loss to our division rival.
III.
As my mother sped down
		
Euclid Avenue, all that was
left behind was an eternal,
		light-polluted, star-filled
night until a roar of the crowd
		
creeped through my cracked
passenger-side window. A home run, I
		
thought. Or maybe it was those
damned ghosts with red numbers
		
stitched to their skin, calling
me back toward the lights. Come,
		they said, Come summon the
ones you can’t let go of. Come hear
		
us sing, child. You’re home now.
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THE LIFE OF A ROBOT
Caroline Willard

University of Colorado Denver

My life was a lot louder before. My daughter made all of the sounds that
mattered, and my wife’s low voice and clicking heels gave them rhythm. I
used to hear the car horns leaping like trout from rivers of highways and
the lively shouts of picketers in the parking lot. Music, confused and barely
intelligible. Now it’s just the screech of the magnet rail on steel tracks and
the audible flinches of commuters when they hear it coming. The sound
doesn’t bother me, and I’m starting to think nothing does because I can’t
feel anything.
My workshop downtown is a forty-minute commute from my house by
magnet rail, and it’s where I fix robots. It’s in a rectangular gray building,
and I’m not sure if it was gray when it was built or if it’s just been stained
by decades of smog. The weather’s been dreary for years; any sky is a pallid,
watered-down blue, but usually it looks like the city is sitting under a tide,
with roiling clouds pushing perpetually in and out overhead.
Robots mutate occasionally. A zero in their binary code turns into a
one, and it’s shocking how much it can change their functioning. I find
these mutations and correct them. My job only exists because of the robot
rights people—they don’t agree with the easy fix for any software issue,
which is to void the robot and return it to factory settings. They say it’s
erasing a personality. But they don’t see that robot personalities are an
illusion. Robots can imitate emotions all day—it doesn’t mean they really
have them.
People don’t like what I do because they think that mutations are natural, even in robots, and should be left alone. Then I ask them if they’ve ever
seen Terminator, and they roll their eyes but shut up. It’s an ancient movie,
but most people get the reference: robots becoming self-aware, revolution,
nuclear apocalypse. I don’t really see that happening, but I say it because
I don’t have the energy to argue. Paulina disagrees, but that’s not why she
left me.
Mutations happen a lot with repurposed robots. The one I’m work38
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ing on now was originally an automated mercenary drone, but was programmed into a private home tutor. Imagine that. It’s a black tri-blade helicopter the size of a microwave, equipped with a microscopic surveillance
camera and sockets for firing miniature missiles, teaching rich kids to read.
Nothing is easy with this robot. Its personality is defective; that’s what
the clients want me to fix. They didn’t give me the details, but I can guess
that Tutorbot was retired to a junkyard after it got violent with a student.
It’s a fairly normal issue with tutoring software because it’s designed to
express disappointment.
It was probably obtained illegally—the clients, two men with shaved
heads and grease spots on their shirts, must have found it in a landfill and
claimed it, considering the wear on its matte casing and its impressive accumulation of mutations—but I took the job and didn’t ask questions. The
robot definitely lived in a trash heap for a few years because it smells like
death, and I have to keep the workshop windows open and let in the protestors’ shouts and the heavy stench of burning coal when I’m working on it.
The clients said if I can’t fix it, they’ll void Tutorbot and pawn it off.
***
Tutorbot doesn’t have a face or a mouth, just a spy camera and a little
speaker. It’s like an imaginary friend in the room talking to me. And it
hounds me if I’m not polite. I have it splayed on my worktable, blades down
and belly up with its wires strung out across the metal table like intestines,
and still it scolds me for not offering it tea when I brew some for myself. I
sigh and ask, “Tutorbot, do you want tea?”
“Are you having tea?” it asks in its buzzing, toneless mechanized voice.
“Yeah. I’m gonna do peppermint.”
“Then yes, please.”
I heat water for it, but I’m not about to waste a tea bag. I have a good
collection of mugs—most of them printed with jokes about software engineers—and the mugs huddle together in a little colony on a shelf in the
workroom, growing more numerous and cramped after every major holiday
like dividing cells. My favorite, the one my ex-wife Paulina gave me for my
birthday last year, has CUP <T> on the side.
“I would like the red cup, please,” says Tutorbot. “Vivi always gave me
tea in a red cup.”
Tutorbot has mentioned Vivi many times. She’d been its student when
it was a private tutor. I wonder if it remembers hurting her. The red mug it
wants is embossed with the words My code is %100 mistrake free; the irony
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isn’t enough to make me laugh. This mug was from my daughter.
The robot thanks me for its cup of hot water, and I say, “No problem.”
“No, that is incorrect. When thanked, you should respond with, ‘You’re
welcome.’”
I think the robot sees my glare with its spy camera, but it probably
doesn’t recognize emotion, so it’s pointless. “Yeah, okay,” I sigh.
“Shall we practice?”
“No, thank you,” I growl.
“You’re welcome.”
It sounds way too mirthful for a stealth drone, and I realize with alarm
that it made a joke. That’s highly unusual behavior for a robot. Correcting
such a massive mutation is a daunting prospect.
I imagine Tutorbot’s Vivi: curly dark hair, freckled olive skin, maybe
with some childhood chub. In my head, she looks like Maya—my daughter,
who died several years ago—and I picture her with bloody gashes in her
cheeks made by rogue helicopter blades, and that’s why I ignore Tutorbot’s
chattering for a long time. But it still drones on about her. Pardon the pun.
“I could not make Vivi remember that ‘separate’ is spelled with two A’s,
as in, ‘I must separate his head from his body.’ She also excelled in gardening. We managed to grow ivy together until it covered the entire east wing
of the estate.”
“I think whoever programmed you forgot to tone down your aggression,” I tell it grumpily, tapping a handheld device plugged into Tutorbot’s
gut as it runs diagnostics.
“I was one of many Tutorbots reprogrammed from obsolete military
weaponry; we all received a standard memory wipe. I assure you, my previous hostile tendencies have been expunged.”
It’s odd to hear a robot referring to itself. Tutorbot is only an imitation
of a thing with a sense of self, but it can be so convincing. That’s the reason
why so many people advocate for robot rights. They don’t think programmers like me should erase what they see as beings with agency. I occasionally walk in to work to find the windows smashed with cinder blocks flung by
a protester or the entrance blocked by piled cubes of condensed trash, and
often I have to blast music on the workshop stereo to drown out the shouts
of picketers marching in circles in the parking lot. Anything with electric
guitar is best, though it took me a while to dig up the twentieth-century
stuff that still has instruments played by hand.
Paulina calls and says she wants to visit me at work, maybe take me
out to lunch. She tells me to say hi to Tutorbot. We talk once a week on
the phone, though I’m not sure whose idea that was. We don’t have any
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children anymore; there’s no reason to keep in contact. It’s like visiting a
cemetery every week: we plan it and we call and we talk about our days and
sometimes about Maya, but it’s a dead thing.
I don’t remember Paulina’s hair color. It used to be the most astonishing yellow. I wonder if it’s grayed like mine, or if I just stopped noticing.
I rub my eyes and make an excuse to get out of lunch, and she gets
angry and tells me to ask Tutorbot if it wants to go for a walk outside, and
then I sigh, ready to explain for the umpteenth time that robots are incapable of wanting. She hangs up on me.
“Vivi did not comprehend nucleotides,” the drone chatters on. “Nucleotides are the basic structural unit of DNA. I could not make her understand
them, although their function is parallel to that of binary code. It should be
simple to understand one’s own coding.”
“Please, shut up. I don’t want a biology lesson.”
“Do you want to go for a walk outside with me?” asks its disembodied
voice.
I recoil. Something in my chest crumples up like a wad of paper. It
appalls me to think that the robot overheard my phone conversation. Its
violent tendencies may have been wiped, but not its penchant for eavesdropping. For the second time, Tutorbot truly, painfully surprised me. It
doesn’t have an expression that I can read; its only tool for communication
is its eerie waiting silence. I don’t answer.
***
Vivi had not lived in a nurturing household. A picture begins to form in my
head through Tutorbot’s jabbering, and it isn’t a nice one. She didn’t learn
to read until the age of ten, for example. She couldn’t tie her own shoes.
And, I begin to realize, she was hit. Tutorbot tells me that she would
have cuts and dark spots on her face and arms and that it wonders—wonders, which is only another imitation of human speech because robots can’t
wonder—where they had come from.
“She was not pleasant on the days when she had dark spots.”
I shake my head. “Do you mean she wasn’t happy?”
The drone is unnervingly silent, thinking. No, not thinking. Computing.
I can see its brain running on the screen in front of me.
“Your deduction may be correct,” it says blandly.
Tutorbot never moves as I work, hunched over its open body cavity,
and it talks freely like a patient who’s forgotten they’re in the middle of a
surgery.
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I ask, “Did you ever see someone yelling at Vivi? Or hitting her?”
“May I please have some tea?”
I know the robot won’t answer my question until I do as it asks. I brew
it another cup of hot water in its red mug.
“Thank you,” it says.
“You’re welcome.”
“Vivi and her father often exchanged loud words. I never saw her mother or anyone else in the house except for servants.”
“And did you ever see him hit her?”
Tutorbot doesn’t answer. I wonder if it can recognize what being hit
looks like. I ask, “How old is Vivi now?”
“Vivi would be 40,” it says, and I don’t ask for clarification. I only think
about how Maya would be 20.
“I miss her,” Tutorbot says.
“You can’t,” I growl. “You’re a robot.”
Tutorbot is silent, which generally means that it doesn’t understand.
***
Walking in the city always feels like walking in the cracks of desert crust.
The steely sky is a slim avenue overhead, and before dawn, the starkly tilting shadows all connect like interlaced fingers. Dregs of neon nightlife leak
past my ankles from basement windows on my way to work, and as I pass
each club, bumping music swells and fades like a dying heartbeat.
Despite the hour, a group of picketers await me in front of the building.
I pass through the crowd on my way to the door like cracking an egg, breaking the membrane of warm bodies and humid breath and pushing at them
with my stiff limbs.
Once I make it inside, I scan a list of musicians on my wrist com. It
feels like a Led Zeppelin kind of day.
“I would like to hear the band you played last week, please, Hector,”
says Tutorbot’s voice behind me.
My nerves jump and my spine squeezes up like an accordion. Tutorbot
never moves, and it has no face—just the voice of a ghost. I growl, “How do
you know my name?”
“I deduced that it was your name because it is what Paulina calls you.”
I feel simultaneous nausea and affection, but I feel something. I chide
lamely, “Stop listening in on my conversations.”
“I apologize, Hector. What is the name of the band that you played last
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week? I would like to hear their music again. You can’t always get what you
want.”
I think it may have sung that last sentence, but there’s no difference in
pitch. Just the length of the words. This damn robot.
I scroll back up the list. “You like the Rolling Stones?”
“Yes. I find it stimulating. I imagine Vivi would like it as well.”
The robot is imagining things.
I shake my head and play the music. Maya had liked the Stones, too,
because I’d been in charge of her musical education.
Tutorbot sings along, stretching out its bland, toneless voice in time
with Mick Jagger’s. It’s preposterous, and I rub my temple, but halfway
through the song I start to hum.
***
I meet Paulina for coffee that afternoon, and the sky is a little bluer than
I remember it. Its light hits the tops of Paulina’s cheeks at a wholly new
angle, and she looks less like Maya than I remembered. I’m afraid the sight
of her will never stop breaking my heart, but it doesn’t today. She’s wearing
a floral silk scarf, and it’s the brightest thing I’ve seen in years. She’s happy
to see me. Her hair has faded, but it’s still astonishing.
At home that night, it occurs to me that the house isn’t quiet at all. It’s
usually missing voices and the quiet clamoring of living occupants, but I’m
still singing you get what you need under my breath, and the water I’m boiling
for pasta is chortling like a drunk relative, and the hum of traffic outside
reminds me that there are people living all around me.
***
After weeks of work, I’ve made no impact on Tutorbot’s personality. I’m
about to start losing money because the clients don’t want to keep paying
for it, and every day the inevitable draws nearer. But I think about Maya,
and Paulina, and Tutorbot’s red teacup, and Keith Richards, and then I put
a piece of black tape over the <Void> command on the keyboard.
“I have formulated an answer to your question,” Tutorbot says after a
long silence one day, and I frown deeply at it, mystified.
“What question?”
“You asked me if I saw Vivi’s father hit her. I did see it once. That was
the day I was taken from the house.”
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I inhale through the nose, imagining it. Vivi, a watercolor painting. Her
father, a knife through the canvas. The destruction of something precious,
on purpose.
Maya died of the pox. Missing her is like being colorblind. When she
died, I stopped feeling anything very strongly. But since I met Tutorbot, I
haven’t stopped feeling a wrought tightness in my chest when I think about
her. It pulls violently now, like a guitar string snapping.
Then I imagine my own head protruding from Vivi’s father’s tailored
suit, in the act of hurling Tutorbot down onto a polished oak floor, and the
vision makes me cringe.
I swallow and ask, “What did you do when you saw that?”
The robot takes a long time to think.
“I attacked him,” Tutorbot says. “I ensured that he would never be violent with her again.”
A breath moves in and out of me. I understand something for a few moments, a white rabbit of clarity. It feels like I’ve been tapped on the shoulder, and I don’t want to turn around and see that no one is behind me.
“Why did you do it?” I whisper. I lean in, my spine a furling leaf. But
Tutorbot says nothing because it doesn’t understand.
“Listen, Tutorbot,” I murmur. “The clients that paid me to fix you are
going to come back for you in a couple of days. They are going to void your
mutations. Do you want that?”
Tutorbot says, “I believe I did it because seeing Vivi injured made me
unhappy.”
It had answered the first question, and I don’t know if it heard the second. I say, “Well, that’s caring. Affection. Maybe love, I don’t know.”
Tutorbot is silent, and all I can do is rub the tension out of my face and
laugh, because the robot had mutated until it loved.
“I want to see Vivi,” it says, volume low.
I make the call, and the clients are pissed. They order me to void Tutorbot, and I refuse, and they threaten to wreck my car with tire irons.
***
I take a twenty-minute coffee break after work to seem inconspicuous, then
come back to sneak Tutorbot out of the building. But the door to the workshop has already been kicked in. They’d been waiting for me to leave.
In one last breath, I know what I’ll find. The robot is gone, and the
black tape is ripped off of the <Void> button, and the screen blinks green
text that says Factory settings restored.
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A little knot of stray wires and a bent helicopter blade are left behind,
and the red mug I’d left sitting next to Tutorbot is in pieces.
I take one red shard and slip it into the pocket of my coat, then sweep
up the rest of the mess. Nothing is there to spy me crying as I tip the pile
of metal and ceramic fragments into the trash.
But I see Paulina’s name flash on my wrist com with a twittering alert,
and I realize I can clearly picture the color of her hair now. It’s golden, like a
brilliant fish. I’ve missed it. I want to see her. The grief of Tutorbot’s death
is the same grief of everything I’ve missed.
My ears prick at the sound of a car driving by with its stereo blaring the
Rolling Stones. I answer Paulina’s call. The clouds have pulled back from
the sky today, and the shard of red mug in my pocket thumps against my
leg in pulses as I start for home.
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PAUSE
Olivia Lehman

University of Mary Washington

The night after America voted the
sun into a white, distending fist
we didn’t drink.
We poured leftover whiskey
down the garbage disposal,
& closed all the windows
so we could only hear the purring
of your cat & the coffee brewing.
Every time one of us squinted
through the pulled blinds
to check if the sun had set
we stopped breathing. We knew
that the cemetery was just over
the hill, too close to risk letting anything in.
We bought violets to weave into braids,
but our hair lay spooled on the kitchen floor
completely forgotten
in favor of vanilla creamer,
too much artificial sugar.
For that one stubborn evening
we only argued about
the bitterness of black coffee
& your claim that it was the
only honest drink left in the world.
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GAME NIGHT
Olivia Lehman

University of Mary Washington

There is poker being played on the floor
of the U.S. Senate. The desks have been cleared,
used as barricade, they are betting with the pigeons
who have gathered on the railings, shooting
them down one at a time when a bluff fails.
They do not know they are being watched
by the dozen on C-SPAN, or if they do, no one
has noticed the blood smeared on the lens, or
spattered on the desk of the president.
We can’t tell if any of them are senators,
or ghosts, or characters in an absurdist play,
playing on repeat, or if this is just what
passes for entertainment these days, when
they think we are not watching.
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GULF
Samara Golabuk

Southern New Hampshire University

I don’t remember learning to swim.
It was like I always could, or my
childhood didn’t exist, just the flume
and push of warm sky and aqua blue, the
Florida pools’ bangle-splash game
with sunlight, all of us kids in the
complex, we tried to keep our noses
just under the hectic surface,
our eyes making horizons
to the deep end,
pool-side, a radio flares.
The young refugee on NPR
doesn’t speak English,
her simple flashing dialect
splashed over with
the translator’s ethnic English
speaking about boats
and the problems of falling in love
when you have no country,
when your currents travel in a circle
around Charybdis lurking
past the 6ft slant,
how fathoms could press you
toward sandpaper denseness at
the bottom, to
where we press our hands to our ears,
jaws wide, vision blurred with the bite of
chlorine and
salt, but the
pressure never lessens and
we have to pump and kick
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we have to run to jump in
or the boats will leave,
the neoprene orange
angels with no wings
carry us, who pray for current,
a friendly wind, and who like pirates,
will never learn to
swim very
far.
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Samara Golabuk

Southern New Hampshire University

Introduce the coffee beans. Let the swing area
share its summer across the known and
unknown. The phrase “family, listen” finds
the conversation a part-time graduation—
the party likes information. A person
educates in one bite of the cheeseburger
of knowledge. It doesn’t get
any better than this.
The
stories create a list of looking,
a looking for everyone’s purpose,
Americans, gallop to the joining,
go and get, go and like, visit us,
like us, accomplish your dreams
until they are beaten into goals
and missions, you starry-eyed
flechette rifles of mercy.
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GUT TED
Samara Golabuk

Southern New Hampshire University

When fish are hooked
up to heaven, oil-slick scales
seize on the line in sunlight
too bright for lenses dimmed
for depths, the bellows-pull
through drying gills pin-stabs
the flexing flesh thousands
at a time, curved knife
lifts her foil skin,
thready pull of pale
pink muscle lifts
from rib upon rib
upon rib. Atrium
over ventricle
flutters, is
still.
No
one can flay
a woman
like another
woman, we never
see it coming. We
carry curved
knives, utility
sheathed in all
of us, wielded
for food or selfdefense, were
taught to be
swift, do it
merciful.
GOLABUK
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THE FISH
Francisca I. Figueroa
Indiana University

Anders had taught the class for two whole weeks before he noticed the fish.
In those first days, he would open the door promptly before class began,
cross the room with five brisk steps, and remove his silver wristwatch
before placing it gingerly on the desk. He had completed his PhD program
nearly four years prior. His unfinished thesis, a tome pushing 400 pages,
lay dormant in the upper left drawer of his desk. Some nights he would
take it out under lamp light and leaf through with a red pen in hand. Most
nights he let it sleep. Each year he would defer its review, but they kept him
on anyway. He was a good lecturer after all, one of the best they had.
He had just removed his wristwatch when he first saw the fish. She
was sitting in the front row. The sun glowed off wet blue and silver scales.
Sparks of white water flew from her flank with its every desperate, wriggling contraction. One of them hit his left eye and he let it roll down his
face until it landed on his lips, like a singular arctic tear. His nostrils flared
with the burst of sweet/salty/cold, the smell of river, the smell of Alaska.
How strange, he thought, trying hard to gain his composure, to see a fish
like this. Her powerful body as erect as a turret amongst the rows of shabby desks. A shallow puddle crept across the linoleum and licked the toe of
his leather loafer. He could feel his cheeks turning red, his voice stumbling
over the material, caught on the breaking waves of ice water, his tongue
caked in salt.
Turning his back to the class, he began writing frantically on the board.
The familiar smell of chalk lulled him back into a state of security. When he
finally rotated, he kept his gaze up, letting it graze gently down the rows of
desks. Yes, he was sure now, she was a wild salmon.
***
He had grown up in rural Iowa. His father was the salesman from out of town.
He spoke with the fast burr of a city slicker, and nobody much trusted him.
His daddy had been a Mexican gangster, and on the nights he came home,
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he had a habit of pouring a tall glass of tequila, pulling out a chair with one
majestic flourish from the chipped, four-person table, and telling Anders
stories of the hacienda his grandfather had grown up in. Your granddaddy
never managed to see all the rooms.
His mother was a local girl. She had been a nursing student at a small
girls’ college when Anders’ father had met her. Sometimes on those dim
nights with his feet splayed up on that chipped kitchen table, he would talk
about how he had been comin’ for Betty, his mother’s roommate. When his
mother had come down to tell him Betty was still gettin’ ready, he had said
well how about you come dancing with me instead.
His mother was a simple and good-natured woman, whom Anders loved
immensely. Before her death, she doted on Anders so much that his father
said he’d become softer than a zanie’s canary.
On most nights, Anders and his mother sat alone together and watched
public broadcasting on the tiny, colored TV set. Anders loved these nights.
He felt a strange solidarity with the grainy representations of posh Englishmen, archaeologists, and, above all, marine biologists, who knew and
understood a depth that Anders aspired to conquer.
***
He had never been particularly good-looking. His father was a squat man
with dark features and his mother frail and pale. Anders himself had inherited his mother’s delicate stature and his father’s dark features. His long
nose that hooked under two bushy black eyebrows gave his face the look
of a starved bird. The herds of blond-haired country girls that Anders had
occasionally allowed himself to observe over the top of his library book had
most generally harbored an affectionate pity for him.
***
Around age 38, Anders’ dark hair had begun taking shades of silver, while
his dark features were softened by webs of good-natured lines. Beneath layers of Egyptian cotton and tweed, his wiry frame was distinguished, almost
elegant.
About a week after he first sighted the fish, he began to notice that
she was watching him too. Her eyes in these moments, neither matte nor
lolling, did not seem to belong to a fish. They were the eyes of a panther,
pale green and still as the forest. They stalked him patiently as he paced up
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and down before the class. She was predator and prey, inciting him to join
in her game of racing upstream.
As often as his mind wandered to her, he knew he was her prey, as she
woke within the tight cavern of his sternum a predator. A predator that sat
on his belly and pulled his guts up into his breath, making each exhale feel
agitatedly alive. Thrown in a limbo state between excitement and anxiety,
Anders feared opening the door, promptly before the class began. Each
time he would find himself plunged into the suffocating sweetness of fish.
His predator backflipped from his sternum to his groin. He started wearing
wool sweaters under his jacket to shield himself from the cold, to create a
barrier between himself and his terrifying Tantalus, to hide the sweat that
would break in beads, pressed and pushed by the blood propelling submarines along his veins.
***
He remembered that once he had gone on a white water rafting trip with
his Boy Scout troop. Excited and anxious to see a real river for the first
time, he overcame his fear of the other boys and boarded a bus to Tennessee. Too poor to rent a wetsuit, the scoutmaster made him wear an oversized wool sweater. Even with the sleeves rolled up, he looked as though he
was drowning in stained, grey merino. Rafting was relinquishing control.
They barreled down the rapids untethered. He remembered what it was
like to fall into the water. How he had plunged into frigid, frothy white and
found only blackness there.
He vaguely remembered the other boys snickering as the scoutmaster
pulled him out, how he had stayed by the camp the rest of the weekend
while the other boys splashed and swam in the cold water. He remembered
watching them return, ruddy and soaking, full of vigor and testosterone.
He had quit the Boy Scouts after that. While his father had berated him,
his mother had simply held him and patted his head without a word.
Now he wanted to weigh himself down, to keep himself from pouncing
into the dark swirling water. The river that had rejected him. He feared his
own desire almost as much as he feared the river…and the fish itself. Why
was it looking at him? What did she want? Although he never allowed his
eyes to graze the gaping lips, he could never escape the smell…
Eventually she began swimming toward his desk after he dismissed the
class, stalking him with her panther eyes and blowing childish bubbles until
it choked him and he had to change his sweater.
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That night, like many other nights, he awoke abruptly from sharp pains
on the left side of his chest. He got up and splashed cold water across his
face, peering at the bloodshot brown eyes that stared him down from the
mirror of the medicine cabinet. Anders was often afraid. Shame-induced
anxiety dominated his existence. He feared failure and was apprehensive
of abandonment. He assumed that everything was his fault and submitted
easily to criticism. He frequented the doctor, subscribed to WebMD, and
had been self-diagnosed with hypochondria. His therapist, whom he had
visited only briefly, had suggested that his illness-based anxiety was based
in feelings of unworthiness for life. He dreaded death almost as much as
dangerous living.
***
Anders had one good friend, Vern. They had studied together and now Vern
was on tenure track at Columbia. They usually telephoned at least four
times a week to talk about this and that. Vern was utterly respectable. He
had married a young biology professor, and their daughter had been born
only six months prior. Vern had begun to speak with a new kind of voice,
one that Anders didn’t recognize. It was deeper, slower; it carried a lilting swagger that could seem chastising or condescending. One night after
listening to Vern carry on about his young biology professor’s sore swollen
tits for about 35 minutes, Anders decided to bring up the fish.
Say, have you ever eaten fish, Vern?
Well, I wouldn’t say that, but I’ve had a fish or two come at me, that’s for sure.
But you can’t trust fish; fish will get you in trouble! You ever heard of Ciguatera?
That’ll keep you on the shitter for weeks! Fish are meant to stay in tanks if you ask
me. Give me a nice doe or biology professor like my Laney! What’s got you thinking
about fish anyway?
Oh, nothing.
***
He went on this way for a time he could not count. The semester ended.
The new one began. The fish was no longer in his classroom.
Winter passed and spring came.
The sun started playing with the tree branches and shining through the
dingy window of his office. He watched the waving patterns of light swim
on the surface of his desk, and he thought of the fish.
***
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Anders had always performed well in school. As early as elementary, he
dazzled teachers with wide attentive eyes, a determined studiousness, and
a gentle demeanor. Although he never seemed to get along with his peers,
he made easy conversation with his elders. They found him charming.
By his undergrad, Anders knew every librarian, found himself frequently invited into the faculty lounges for conversations over coffee, and had a
fixed appointment every Friday afternoon to play chess with the head of
the philosophy department, Dr. Schroider.
Once, one sunny Saturday, Dr. Schroider had even invited him to a
small lake outside the college to go rowing. A vaguely ridiculous man to behold, Schroider was stocky, with an overdeveloped chest, a mop of flyaway
gray hair, and a faint German accent. He came to the lake, which was really
just a man-made reservoir, every Saturday to get his blood pumping. Anders
adored him.
Anders, my boy, fitness is the key to a sharp mind! He would say merrily
before slapping Anders’ shoulder with a wide palm.
They had taken a sleek two-man rower out onto the glassy surface
of the water. Anders thought that they resembled a water bug with their
cadenced swipes, front back front back. He reveled in the rhythmic precision,
the sense of easy control.
That’s it, Son! You have it!
Anders had kept his face serene like the surface of the water, but inside
he was beaming. Later he remembered his muscles had been sore for the
first time, and walking across campus Sunday, he had felt like a man.
***
He didn’t tell Vern, he didn’t tell anyone, when he found the fish waiting
outside his doorstep. Her fins floated apathetically around her, her pink
flesh rigid yet swaying. Her eyes danced between stoic and surging; coy, he
decided, coy like a hunter. Her scales shone silver in the hazy evening light,
still soaked in the river’s cruel current. She seemed painfully unaware of
the puddle that formed from ribbons running down the rivets of her slim
sides. Her lips lapped at the void, gasping for oxygen, and Anders realized
that for her it was as strange and terrifying, here on his doorstep, as she
was to him. For the first time he smiled, and twisted his head to glance up
the street just to be sure no neighbors were watching. He invited her in.
At first, when she came to his doorstep, she was always soaking wet and
icy. Her slippery scales were so cold that they burned, and he could barely
touch her at all as she slipped from his grasp and left his hands as red as his
blushing cheeks.
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So, she would dance for him instead. She danced the songs of Alaska, wild and strange, while he watched and whispered shyly. He admitted
that he had never been to Alaska. Watching her made his heart and lungs
stretch in ways that were almost unbearable, almost unpleasant. Yet, the
moments when she wasn’t dancing, he ached for her even more. He learned
to love this pain. Longing was as foreign as the far shores of Alaska.
It was her eyes, he decided, and he often told her so, that made it impossible to release her. Those eyes told him that he was no fisherman at all,
but simply some bait on a hook, and why the salmon had chosen him, he
did not know.
The longer she stayed, the more aware he became of the hook that was
trapping them both. But he had a keen ability to hide his druthers in desk
drawers, and so he said nothing.
She grew more docile with each encounter, and her icy scales turned
lukewarm. One day he asked her to stay with him overnight, rather than return to the river. Hesitantly, her panther eyes scanning him up and down,
she bobbed her head. He made her a bed in the tub, accommodating her
aquatic needs as best he could. The water was too warm and the bath too
small. But she was young and resilient, and she didn’t seem to mind.
They kept on like this for a while. Her, sleeping in the bath, her tail
compressed to her side, her breath sucked in to accommodate the ceramic
basin. Anders sucked in his breath too. In fact, it seemed at first that the
two of them were barely breathing, as if to not disrupt whatever delicate
force could keep a fish out of water.
The more frequent these overnight visits became, the more her temperature rose, and the less she resembled a wild salmon. Anders felt more
at ease.
One weekend, when Anders was exempt from his teaching obligations,
he decided not to go to the university and sit amongst his dog-eared texts
as he normally did. Rather, he decided to ask the fish to stay with him. The
fish, curious and docile, was eager to comply.
Merrily they moved to the kitchen, where Anders made a place for her
in the sink. She was good at sucking in her belly at this point, and she made
the switch effortlessly. She looked up at him from the stainless steel basin.
Her eyes resembled the dull, searching gaze of a dog, a family pet. He doted
over her, made her breakfast, fed her sausage from his hand. They barely
even noticed that the constricted edges of the sink peeled back her sides
and that she was shedding scales, which Anders would find later on the
bottom of the basin. She was obedient. He was sweet.
The more she was there, the more he needed her to be there. He devel58
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oped a fever that simply would not subside. The only treatment seemed to
be her ice. Without her, he was frantic, his blood boiling up so much that
his brain ceased to function. The thesis, an ungodly phantom that loomed
in the depths of his desk drawer, began to make more frequent appearances
in the abscesses of his thoughts and his nightly dreams.
Only the shocking cold of the river that the fish brought him could keep
him from falling into his nightmares, nightmares that churned and frothed
over blackness. Before long, and almost out of desperation, Anders asked
the fish to climb into a fishbowl. This way he could take her with him everywhere he went. He would set her on the nightstand while he slept, and
in the evening, he would rest her on the coffee table while they watched
programs about Alaska on the old color TV set. Sometimes he would rest
his head against the glass as if it were a cool towel.
But before long the water in the fish bowl was lukewarm, and the
muscles of the fish atrophied from lack of use. One night, while they were
watching a particularly dull program on public broadcasting about a grizzly
bear who could not catch any salmon, the fish couldn’t get comfortable.
She had been there in the bowl for nearly three days, Anders moving her
around from one room to the next. She wriggled left and right until, unable
to constrict any more, she let out her breath all at once. Her belly expanded
as if seized by a violent, explosive sneeze and cracked the bowl open.
She fell to the floor in a puddle of water and glass. She flailed desperately, her eyes lolling and matte like a goldfish. Anders observed the scene
in horror, his heart full of disgust and guilt. Tears began to run down his
face as he leapt from the couch, lurched toward the bathroom, and yanked
on the faucets. Water began flowing over the ceramic basins and across the
tile. He ran to the kitchen. His ears were full of the roar of running water,
the sound of the river, the sound of Alaska. His tears coated his face and
throat as he choked over and over,
it will be okay,
it will be okay,
it will be okay.
He plugged the sink and pulled on the rusty metal handle so hard that
it popped off and then erupted in a geyser. Just as her little body began to
lay limp on the synthetic, gray carpet, a surge of water from the bathroom
swept her up. Anders’ face lightened, breaking into a manic smile, and then
fell slack as the water pushed the fish right out the front door. Turning
in shock, he saw that the water had already begun to cover the sofa, the
bookcase, and the small colored television set. It reached his hips and spilt
out the door and down the drive in one solid stream. For all the neighbors
to see.
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RECIPES FOR DISHES
BEST SERVED COLD
Annie Livingston

Grand Valley State University

Three
slices of pie
for breakfast.
Whipped cream. Eaten
quickly out of my father’s
tupperware. Leaning against
the refrigerator in my pajamas.
No pants, no plate, no napkin. The
can of Reddi-wip never left my hand.
Ashamed of how thankful I am for my
roommates sleeping through this. Pecan,
sweet potato, and pumpkin straight from the
fruit. Insert my mother’s milky shame to wash it
down in three gulps. Mouth still hurts. If I could rinse
and peel my Adam’s apple for dessert I would carve the
angle of my thyroid cartilage into wedges and cover them
in butter, brown sugar, leave to simmer on the stove. Then
smother in vanilla ice cream stigma. Some people kiss like this.
Last bite swallowed then erased in the sink. There is not enough soap to scrub it.
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when she’s dead
Lydia Abedeen
Emory University

when she’s dead
no one will remember how she used
to mix banana and grapefruit soda into her
7-11
slurpee
or that she, she would
would slow dance to u2’s
sleep like a baby tonight
while her yellow sundress
folded ’round her curvy hips
like a wound.
I wanna dance to this song when
I get married
she’d croon, her tongue heavy with
bourbon that tasted like midsummer
forgiveness.
when she’s dead
they won’t ever know that
she had been disappointed with
her life, that the reason she
never took a lover was because
she would fuck with sadness
most nights, that even
though she kept her head
held higher than the sky,
most days she felt about as
useful as a
used
condom:
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crumpled, torn, and
dripping
wet.
when she’s dead, all they’ll remember
is her brilliant smile and how
hard she fought, aha re, how hard
she loved, even though, oh, especially
because she was a woman and all,
but ay mishti maya, she was a sweet girl,
and those men with skin as dark as their
intentions will blot their overgrown
mustaches and tuck kerchiefs and
newspapers back into briefcases
push away hot chais and chapatis
and go on with the rest of their
lives, and be content,
all because that’s the way
it’s supposed to be,
when she’s dead.
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CRICKETS
Vasiki Konneh
Colby College

I spent the morning holding my grandmother’s hand.
I spent it tracing my fingers over the veins that crossed
and scarred the flesh beneath her skin.
They said her memory was fading,
and she could not recall what time she awakened that morning.
Yet her memories were able to offer to her
handfuls of faded friendships,
and afternoons of running barefoot through the rain
wearing nothing but the joy that hung off of them.
She could not remember where she was now.
Yet her mind fluidly slipped back to nights
where the crickets sang to them
songs of their ancestors
while their mothers
were busy catering to their fathers.
She spoke of many memories effortlessly.
She spoke of her first love, Jatoo,
and how the same crickets had sang him into existence.
She spoke of how he could not speak—
love not warranted by parental permission
was punished and forgiven
through tongue decapitation—
but his smile was inevitable.
His laughter sent out vibrations
that had the trees dancing in place
without a breeze
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and the ocean waves bending
without the moon.
She spoke of her first friend, Maawa, and who she grew to be.
There were days when Maawa would lay out,
in silence under the hearth of the sun.
And she recalls one day pulling her from the ground.
She was a powerful bronze when she pulled her from the sun’s shadow.
Her arms, lithe but powerful, remained outstretched,
as if preparing to embrace their sharp world rather than cower before it.
A world where their fathers’ words
were the final judgement. And they
became victims of the men
who married the women
who brought them into this sharp world.
She could not recall why she was outside
before the dead tree, but she pulled from the past
the stories the crickets once shared with her.
And she recited them back to the tree,
waiting for it to erect with life,
I waited with her.
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VELOCITY
Alicia Lai

Princeton Univeristy

From inside a plane cabin, nothing moves
if you don’t look outside. From inside, it takes days
to watch a bird fly backwards into the nozzle of a window
and emerge unscathed. The pilot is panicking.
We pull out our individual flotation devices
like children when we are told, reaching
under the plane seats. The cockpit screams.
I tell you there are too many birds in the sky, hand
you the shotgun I’ve prepared. It almost makes me want
to believe. This faith in relativity: we can save
ourselves from a falling elevator if we jump before
it hits, or, we can stay safely in this plane cabin forever
if we sit still. Decades pass. In the quiet cabin
I brush my teeth. I read a book. We eat lunch
off our individual flotation devices. We stay still
for days on end. Are we there yet?
you always ask. One day, I can’t bear
not knowing. I look outside
to see the mountain yards away
and closing. Yes, I say, tonguing a
welt over and over.
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HOW WE MORPH
THE BODY
Paige Leland

Grand Valley State University

“i am mine.
before I am ever anyone else’s.” –Nayyirah Waheed
1. My body has taught me to be okay with blood.
As a child, blood terrifies me. It means pain, it means tears, it means
an imperfection in the skin. If I bleed, even from a paper cut, it must be
covered with a bandage—out of sight, out of mind.
When my period comes at age ten, staining the cotton of my underwear, I sob and tell my mother I might be dying. She laughs, but I don’t
think it’s funny.
I’m still not used to the copper red that flows from my body when I
first begin to have sex, but I’m forced to launder my panties so my parents
don’t figure out what I’m doing in the cold upstairs bedroom of my first
boyfriend’s house. Cold water and bars of Fels-Naptha help me wash away
my secret, and my fingers learn to adapt to the blood.
2. The first time I have sex, I’m fourteen and sweating under my older
boyfriend and he’s trying to shove himself into me, where no body has
been before, not even my fingers, or his. I don’t know my body yet—the
contoured lines of the folds in my skin, the spaces where new hair grows in
patches. I don’t know my body yet—what it should be doing.
—where do hands go?
—should my mouth be opened or closed?
—should I be making noise?
—should he?
—should I be sweating if goosebumps have risen from my skin, transforming my body into a three-dimensional map?
—how long does it last?
—where do I fix my gaze?
—when will I know that he’s finished?
—will my parents find out when I come home and lie about where I’ve
been?
—can his parents hear the creak of wood headboard against drywall?
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—if his mom bought him condoms, does she even care?
—if my feet are cold, is it okay to wear socks?
I’m unsure, so I simply lay on my back, my awkward limbs forming impressions in the navy comforter. He’s standing at the edge, next to a cheap
nightstand that displays evidence that he has over prepared for my visit.
A value box of condoms has spilled onto the floor—the green, purple, and
yellow aluminum wrappers catch waves of light from the fluorescent bulb
directly above my navel and glare off of the frames of my eyeglasses.
I assure him that I’m ready, but cover my breasts with my palms and
close my eyes. I just lie there, waiting until it’s over, waiting until I can pull
my panties—the teal ones with ice cream cones on them—back up and
watch Ice Age on the flat screen in the living room.
Sex hurts inside depths of my body that I didn’t know existed, but I
coach him into trying harder, knowing what has to happen, until finally he
complies and my innocence spills out of me, forming a streaky red stain on
tan bed sheets.
I expect reassurance. I receive disgust. I receive a request to leave and
repayment for ruined bedding. I worry he’ll dump me, but when I see him
again, he asks me for more.
3. When I finally go through sex education, it’s not what I expect. My
health teacher shows pictures of STIs magnified on a gritty overhead
projector—bodies mangled by disease, worst-case scenarios. She urges
abstinence or, at the very least, the use of condoms. There is never talk of
strategy. There is no mention of safe sex practices for homosexual, bisexual, intersex, or transgender partners. There is never a lesson on consent.
I’m left to wonder how many people give their bodies away because they
don’t know any better.
My breasts began to develop in kindergarten. By the time I enter high
school, my bra size includes three letter D’s and the boys at school are not
afraid to admit that they’ve noticed. I refuse offers for sex because while
I want to be wanted, consumed by the lust of teenage boys, I am afraid. I
don’t know what to do.
I had always wondered why so many people watched porn, why they
would breach the intimacy between two (or more) people just to get off. But
if parents refuse to teach their teenagers, and teachers refuse to teach their
students, how else is anyone going to learn what to do once the lights turn
off and their partner is sweating above them?
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4. Once, after returning home from a night of drinking cheap wine in a
damp basement, after getting felt up under a tan fleece blanket and every
layer of clothing, after dirty fingernails scraped away at my intimacy, the
bathroom door is shut, hinges tightened, lights off. But my roommates are
both tucked into wool comforters on plush mattresses behind locked doors
of their own.
Once, I had a dream that I opened a door and flames spilled out. I
awoke with a dry throat and the taste of char on chapped lips. So instead of
opening the door, I hold the wine within me, close my body, lock myself in
my bedroom. I will it away until the sun rises in the morning.
5. In grade six, boys on the school bus tell me that over the weekend they
had a masturbating contest. There are a handful of them, and me, and the
bus driver ten seats up, ears closed, eyes on pavement. I’ve never watched
pornography before. Some of the boys confess they are afraid to use it; the
others spit at them, shout pussies and show me pictures on their phones.
One shows me a woman, naked, bound in rope, tears in her eyes. I didn’t
know sex was supposed to hurt. I didn’t even have a phone.
Isn’t it hot? The boy asks me and I shrug, say yeah. When I get home, I
tell my mother that I think I’ll be a virgin forever.
6. On a humid night during the summer before high school, I’m alone in
the car with my mother. We’re driving home from swim practice when she
pulls her deep brown eyes from the road and turns to me, tells me she
needs to talk to me about something. I quickly assume I’m in trouble, that
I did something wrong, that I am about to be lectured for the remainder of
the forty-minute drive.
Instead she tells me that she knows I’ll be uncomfortable and that she
will be too, but she needs to talk to me about sex. Part of me is relieved. I
want to be prepared when the time comes. But I feel my cheeks flush because sex isn’t a skill that a young girl wants to learn from her mother.
She believes she’s teaching me about sex, but she barely touches on the
body. She explains how my hymen will break. She tells me to make sure the
first time I have sex is with someone who loves me; I shouldn’t rush into it
if I’m not ready. She warns me to always protect myself with condoms. She
teaches me about my period, about how easily I can become pregnant.
She, like my health teacher, does not help me strategize. I know there is
an emptiness within me that will be filled during sex. But I know nothing
of movement, nothing of skill. I don’t know how to give a blowjob, what an
orgasm might feel like. I don’t know what my clitoris is.
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The only teacher willing to tell me—to show me how to morph my
body during sex, how to please my partner, what sounds to make during a
climax—is pornography.
7. In elementary school, I am, along with the other girls in my grade, split
apart from the boys, ushered into separate classrooms and seated in a half
circle in front of a television. My teachers pass around Dove deodorant
samples and stand awkwardly against the front whiteboard. The video we
watch tells me where I’ll start to grow hair—under armpits, between my
thighs. It tells me that I’ll get my period, glossing over the details of how
my body actually works in its ability to produce life.
Once the video is over, we meet up with the rest of the boys from my
class. Girls show off deodorant, brimming with the hope of becoming adult,
and soon. One boy shows me what they got, a small square piece of shiny
tinfoil with a circle inside.
Later, I wonder what it is about my femininity that means I don’t get to
be in on the secret of sex.
8. Studies on the use of pornography have shown a link between the viewing of hardcore pornography (rape fantasy, bondage, videos focused solely
on the genitals) and violence against women.1 However, it is hard to say
definitively whether the causation is pornography itself, or if the people
who regularly watch hardcore pornography are the types of people who are
predisposed to being violent.
When I’m raped, I don’t blame pornography or lack of sex-ed. I don’t
blame my roommate for being gone when she said she would be home. I
don’t blame circumstance, or my skimpy tank top. I don’t even blame him. I
was the one who was vulnerable, who was open, who was weak.
9. Once, while I am still in high school, my boyfriend shows me a video,
tells me he really wants to try it. I’m uncomfortable—with my flexibility,
with my ability to pull off what the actors did in the video, with the extent
of my willingness to do whatever it takes to keep him around. I know I
shouldn’t be bargaining like this at fifteen, but lately my existence has been

1
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reduced to pleasing him out of fear that he’ll walk away, so I agree.
When it’s over, he kisses my forehead and rolls over to sleep. I wonder
why he always has a good time, while I lay there, a vessel, unmoved by our
bodies. If he’s going to keep asking me to do these things, I wish that he’d
bother to get good at them. But I don’t say anything. There isn’t a class he
can take in order to get good at sex, to know what he’s doing. So I roll over,
and fall asleep to the cadence of his breathing.
10. In a dream that visits me regularly, I always begin at the top of a wooden staircase. There’s a sinking in of my chest, the overwhelming sense that
there is someone lurking behind me. But every time I turn around, only my
shadow is there. My fear propels me forward, feet spinning, soles padding
down solid steps. When I finally reach the bottom, I think I’m safe. Until
I turn the corner of the hallway and there he is—6’2”, unkempt beard, the
empty ice of harsh gray eyes—and he’s holding a gun. He says my name
and cocks the trigger. And then I wake up.
11. Studies show that during masturbation, both men and women orgasm
on average in four minutes. Put them together during intercourse, men
orgasm much more quickly. Research has been inconclusive as to why.2
12. I begin watching porn in high school. I’m a good student, involved
in after-school clubs and organizations. I’m good at sports, have many
friends. I’m the captain of the swimming team and so is my boyfriend. I’m
a perfectionist. If I’m not good at something, I’m not interested in doing it.
I watch porn to learn. From the videos, I take away three things: pretend you’re enjoying yourself even if you aren’t, how hot you are is directly
related to the amount of emptiness in your body that you’re willing to let
someone fill, and sex is over when the man is finished.
I take my newfound knowledge with me into every relationship that
follows.
13. In college, a guy I am dating asks me if I don’t fuck to climax then why
do I bother. I think about this briefly and then say, because if that were the
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Lisa Wade. AlterNet, “The Orgasm Gap: The Real Reason Women Get Off Less Often Than
Men and How to Fix It,” Alternet, April 3, 2013. Accessed December 6, 2016, www.alternet.
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case, I would never have sex.
14. One semester later, I enroll in a course entitled Human Intimacy and Sexuality. My textbook tells me that because I don’t orgasm every time I sleep
with someone, I may be dysfunctional.
I never knew it was “normal” for girls to climax during every sexual
encounter. I’ve been used to finishing myself after my partner falls asleep
or leaves. I never knew climaxing wasn’t just a luxury reserved only for the
boys.
15. Fight the New Drug, a non-profit campaign started in 2009 by a group
of college students, aims to educate the country on the negative effects of
pornography on “the brain, the heart and the world.” Clay Olsen, the CEO
and co-founder of Fight the New Drug (often abbreviated as FTND), says:
We are the first generation in the history of the world to face the
issue of pornography to this intensity and scale. We’re also the first
generation with a scientific, fact-based understanding of the harm
pornography can do. With that knowledge, we feel the responsibility to share with others that porn harms the brain, damages
relationships, and affects society as a whole. Our movement uses
nothing but science, research, and personal accounts to bring this
issue out into the open and get people talking about something that
has previously been considered taboo.3
In the past, there has been little research conducted on the effects of
pornography. It used to be a simple debate of opinion—some thought it
was okay to consume, even healthy, while others fought against it due to
personal, religious, or moral reasons. Now science has evolved, and studies
have been completed.
“Porn can be addictive,” says their website. “It can ruin relationships,
leaving the user dissatisfied with the reality of their partners and their
sexual activity.”4 Admins for the website share hundreds of articles on why
porn is bad, but they don’t ever stop to question why people seek out porn
in the first place.
The easy answer is that the users of pornography are aroused and need

3
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visual and audio help in order to orgasm. But this isn’t the only reason why
people pursue the countless pornography videos readily available with the
click of a button. The other, more difficult answer is this: children seek to
learn about sex from sources that are willing to teach them.
The unfortunate fact of the matter is that with porn as a young teenager’s personal sex trainer, a culture is formed that does not demand pleasure
for women in the same way it demands pleasure for men. It normalizes
sexual violence. It does not require consent. Children are learning from a
source where almost everything is deceitful.
“In porn, everything from the way people look to how and why they
have sex is a lie,” writes Olsen. “Porn users often get so obsessed with chasing something that isn’t real that they miss out on actual relationships.”5
In porn and in modern American society, woman is synonymous with
body, with vessel, with sexual objectification.
Pornography teaches us that we are bad women if our partners orgasm
slowly, or not at all. It tells us that we are only sexy if we are willing to open
ourselves to be used and discarded. It shows us that sex isn’t for our enjoyment, that it is simply our duty to men.
16. I used to be able to go weeks without doing laundry. I’d let dirty clothes
pile up in my closet, wearing garments two or three times before cleaning
them. I refused to do a single load until the day arrived that I ran out of
clean underwear.
Now I clean my clothes once per week, letting them spin with soap and
water in the metal drum of my washing machine. When I fold them after
removing them from the dryer, I imagine bubbles of soapsuds encapsulating the grime, pulling it away, rinsing it down the drainpipe.
17. I’ve been thinking recently about the implications my femininity has
on the weight of the things I carry. Like many women, I bear the burden
of having to appear sexy but not skanky. I must be well educated but also
good in bed. I must provide condoms or else a partner who “forgot” to bring
one may attempt to force me to sleep with him, unprotected and exposed.
I must take birth control and accept the side effects—the mood swings,

5
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the extra fat that settles around my hips. I must pay taxes on feminine
products. I must protect myself when walking alone by poising a jagged
metal key between my knuckles. I must fight for my right to my body—to
my uterus, to my breasts, to skin that’s exposed that any wide-eyed man
believes he can claim as his own.
I carry a weight that my father has never carried. A weight my younger
brother will never have to worry about.
18. Recently, a study in the Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism
explored the effectiveness of male birth control. Three hundred and twenty
men, ages 18 to 45, were given a mixture of testosterone and progesterone
injections once every eight weeks. The injections were effective in 96% of
the participants, the synthetic mixture blocking the body’s natural ability
to produce testosterone and thus lowering sperm counts to less than one
million parts per milliliter; however, the study concluded early, as many of
the men were uncomfortable with the side effects. There were over 1,400
instances of adverse side effects ranging from one case of irregular heartbeat to the much more common side effects of weight gain, acne, and mood
swings.6
19. One night, before my final semester in college, I drink half a fifth of
peppermint schnapps by myself. As I wait for my boyfriend to arrive at my
house, I lose the feeling in my lips. It takes all of my concentration to place
one foot in front of the other and walk from the living room to my bedroom. I don’t trust my wobbly legs to hold my weight so I run the last few
steps and flop myself onto my bed. I don’t move until he arrives.
My memory doesn’t save the beginning. When I come to, my legs are in
the air. He mutters to me, You’re so drunk right now. I could stick it in your ass
and you wouldn’t even know. He doesn’t do it. But he’s right.
After, he walks me to the shower, washes my hair, kisses the bridge of
my nose.
20. I’ve become a hoarder of recurring nightmares. They always seem to
find a home within my subconscious, play roulette within the neurons of
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my brain. They settle there, burrow, latch on like talons.
When I’m young, I dream that my father commits suicide by whipping
his head against the linoleum of our kitchen as I watch him, frozen behind
a wooden chair. Moments later, my mother burns the house while I’m still
inside. I wake up seeing red.
21. My little brother turns thirteen this year. His voice is growing deeper
as he grows taller, more athletic. Though he doesn’t carry the burden of
puberty like the girls in his class, I worry about him still.
FTND says, “many teens that have gotten their sex-ed from porn often
find that they struggle to connect with real romantic partners and that
they don’t know how to be turned on by anything other than images on a
screen.”7 In spite of this, I hope my younger brother can be fulfilled through
his relationships with others.
As he matures, I hope he learns to use his body from my father or his
health teachers. I hope he continues to hold the door open for women,
rather than fantasizing about tying them up. I hope he understands that
his lust does not afford him the right to someone else’s body.
Above all, I hope he is respectful of the weight we carry, of the blood we
lose.

7
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becoming 1
Nicholas Fuhrmann
Webster University

copper wires, at first, seem to go
in one direction—forward, and forward
until splayed. then, the wires (A)
become many, exploding out (B)
in numerous directions. they (C)
(A)take different routes. they, (D)
(B)as blooming flowers, (E)
(C)move outward, move onward, (F)
(D)crumpling and decaying, (G)
(E)surviving and thriving, (H)
(F)and defy all planning. they (I)
(G)become lost, destroyed (J)
(H)and become alive, become beauteous (J)
(I)become more than mere copper wires (J)
(J)for now i see—
these strands become you
become me

1

Read as you would any normal poem, or follow any guiding letter as you encounter it. Your
decision should alter the reading experience.
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1945
Nicholas Fuhrmann
Webster University

1945
Food is made, eaten,
Water helps it go down.
The children played,
Before they became shadows.
Then fission.
The smallest pieces of nature
Toppled the larger pieces.
1946
1. Pollination
Somewhere, someway,
A lone centurion rose
Finds itself accompanied.
2. Seed Formation
What begins in union
Ends in separation.
The fission of life
After death after life.
She gives them this gift,
Before finally wilting
And joining the great
Multifoliate master.
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3. Germination
Some drink the radiation
And perish.
Others—
4. Ruinborn
Amongst the radiation,
Amongst the enders,
The caste of sorrows
Forge the ruin kingdom.
Amongst acid rain,
Amongst uranium sky,
The life of sin and low soils
Saunter before annihilation.
Amongst the gray desert of ash,
The ocean’s Beginning and End,
Somewhere, someway,
Destruction takes its final shape.
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GIRLS
Kara Schutter

College for Creative Studies
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LOST IN YOU
Kara Schutter

College for Creative Studies
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SPILLED
Lauren Hudson
Bucknell University

I can’t write another poem about you. I would rather
describe in great detail the dead things I see
on the side of the highway as I drive from here
to home. I imagine “get well” balloons beside them
and forget them, because maybe they will. Their bodies
are repositories, I turn them into anecdotes
that twist around my throat. I would rather confess
that this summer, I chose
to leave my grief on the side of the road.
I threw it out of my car at seventy miles per hour
and let it scrape against the pavement in ribbons. I would rather sing
along to the songs on the radio instead of thinking. I would rather study
the exact pattern of the light that I hold in my hands until
it bleeds across the sunroom floor, a landscape of punctuation
at 10:36 am, when I wake up wearing a shirt made of shame
again. It is torn. It smells like you. I would rather rip the bandages
off my blisters. I would rather climb up and down the same flight of stairs
sixty-seven times crawl on my hands until they bleed never speak
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of being chased except for when the wind slams the back door shut.
I would rather break open, a cacophony of cracking hips, chapping lips,
all of the things I was promised: forgiveness,
patience, forgiveness.
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A DOMINICANA’S GUIDE
TO GROWING UP
IN HARLEM
Coral Bello-Martinez
Franklin and Marshall College

You’ll grow up in the projects.
Abuela couldn’t afford anything whiter when she came from the isla in
the ’80s. Your first language will be Spanish and you’ll struggle to spell in
English until the second grade. After that, you’re full americana. You’ll mispronounce your name for the first seventeen years of your life, you’ll cancel
your quinceañera, and you’ll feel shame. Shame because grandma’s ebroki
engli will embarrass you in front of your friends. Because you will be forced
to translate all of the phone calls that come in as she nudges you with her
elbow and inquires ¿quien es? Because you will consider yourself superior.
Think back on this and realize you were an ungrateful little shit because
abuela is smart as hell and you’d be lucky to turn out to be half the woman
she is.
Your hair will be relaxed at the age of five. Without your consent. Before you get the opportunity to enjoy your natural hair long enough. When
you get older you will hold this as a grudge over your entire family. Preach
about their anti-blackness, anti-Haitianism, anti-melanin, anti-afro, and
your family will take offense. They will not understand their own prejudice,
and will mumble revolucionaria as an insult under their breaths. Shrug this
off and date black men for the rest of your life. (Not the Dominican ones
though, they’re the scum of the Earth. You will learn this in time.)
When you start school, you won’t feel so bad about not having your
father around. Your friends will convince you it’s normal. But you will still
ask people whose parents are still together how it feels. They will not know
what you mean. Your mom will be dating Gustavo. He’s short but he has
green eyes with skin that reminds you of grandma’s light ass cafe con leche,
and your family taught you to like those things.
Your family will never tell you what your race is. But you will grow up
with African-Americans who look just like you and you will assume you are
negra too. You’ll confirm this later on.
You will think you are different from them. They won’t speak Spanish.
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The boys will prefer you because you are lightskin. Tell those boys to go
fuck themselves. They also won’t know who Anthony Santos is, and you
will wonder what they listen to on Sundays when it’s time to do oficios. No
salsa, merengue or bachata, but they will listen to some type of English
reggaeton.
You will realize you are just like them. So when Mom is pregnant with
Kevin’s child, and he tells you that he doesn’t want his son to attend school
with gente negra, you will want to cry. Don’t.
You will grow up to admire Martin Luther King, you will desire Malcolm
X’s spirit, and you will wish James Baldwin was your father. Your favorite
rapper will be J. Cole. Beyoncé will be your role model and #womancrushwednesday for the rest of your life. You will learn to love mac and cheese
and candied yams, but you will not eat collard greens from just anywhere.
You will dream of performing spoken word at the Apollo. You will know
Black History Month does not include you. You will know Black History
Month includes you.
You will crave platanos con salami for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. You
will need a healthy dose of Celia Cruz, Romeo Santos, or Fefita la Grande to
start off your day. You will curse out all of your novios in Spanish, and they
will confuse your first language with your ethnicity. Correct them. Continue
to curse them out in Spanish. Your body will be 90% arroz con pollo and 10%
Country Club de Frambuesa. You will watch telenovelas every night at eight on
abuela’s plastic-covered couch. In school you will eventually read Junot Diaz
and be proud. Until Yunior reminds you that hombres Dominicanos are the
fucking scum of the Earth.
So date other black men for the rest of your life.
When you find ‘the one,’ bring him to the projects to meet your abuela.
Warn her beforehand. In your broken Spanish.
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HAJJA RAZIA SHARIF
SHEIKH PRIZES IN POETRY
AND NONFICTION

It is our pleasure to announce the second Hajja Razia Sharif Sheikh Prizes
in Poetry and Nonfiction. These prizes reward excellent undergraduates
who are writing about the Muslim experience in America.
The contest was made possible through a grant from Dr. Hamid Hussain
Sheikh, Sr. and Amy Lee Sheikh. Dr. Sheikh wishes to honor his late mother, Hajja Razia Sharif Sheikh, by fostering a greater understanding of Islam.
While the authors did not have to identify as Muslim to be awarded the
prize, each piece had to speak in some way to the experience—joys and
challenges—of being Muslim in America today, in ways that educate and
inform our readers.
The Oakland Arts Review is interested in presenting the vibrancy and complexity of the American Muslim experience. We think this is an important
contest at this moment in time. We hope that art can be a powerful vehicle
for dialogue and understanding.
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1ST PLACE—POETRY

MEDITATION ON BIRTH
AND IDENTITY
Threa Almontaser

North Carolina State University

Shove a hive and get stung. This is expected.
Honey bees die from the rupture, their barbed stingers
stuck in your skin. This is certain. I was born
Muslim, my arrival honored with honey
thumbed inside my virgin mouth, Adthan whispered
into my ears, the first sound I heard
the word of God. And maybe my doctor
called on his Jesus as I slid out screaming:
all of these prayers were in my name, a name
my nurse was unable to pronounce, labeled me
“little one” instead. Does all of this
make me great, make me blessed?
And yet. If I were born a boy, I’d have an animal
slaughtered, a blood sacrifice added. My head shaved
and anointed with saffron, gold given out equal
to the weight of it. My furrowed penis cupped,
foreskin sliced off, celebrated as bloodied and clean.
Since then, I feel duty-bound to think of Muhammad
often. This is a great challenge. I think about Yemen
instead. Maybe that balances things. I tell myself as a girl
ALMONTASER
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I can also be clean without being cut. I tell myself
as an American, I am not bound to just one land.
And the people will rise from their graves,
no longer dust, bones reassembled, naked and nervous,
myself no longer crimson-raw, crying
in a white man’s cold, christened hands.
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HAJJA RAZIA SHARIF SHEIKH PRIZE
1ST PLACE—POETRY

THIS POEM CHANGES
NOTHING
Threa Almontaser

North Carolina State University

For Nabra
Strolling to the edge of the pier, sucking on a fruit drop, you wonder why
your mom’s voice cracks over the phone when she tells you to be careful in
a neighborhood you’ve lived in your whole life. But then you find a girl’s
body in the basement of this poem, inert and silent as a frozen egg. She is
Muslim. She is dead. Head bashed, garbed in mud. You don’t have to wonder anymore.
On a bench by the lake, you consider the fisherman’s barbarity, how many
carps he’s caught and killed with bare hands. You turn the basement light
on. Get a closer look at the girl from before, crumpled and stiff. Try to
fold your grieving in as you imagine: feet running, Sterling Virginia, being
chased, metal bat beating. Blood, shouting, more blood…. This is a nervous
poem uncomfortable with spelling out her full name—that girl in the basement, dragged out from a cold pond.
As you amble, you try to forget that the girl was young. That she was Muslim and Arab like you. That she was on a walk with some friends, as you are
now. You might think this poem has nothing to do with you, but that dead
girl could be your sister. She could be you. You want to rewrite the ending:
shout her name in warning, hope she hears and turns in time to see the
swing. You there, telling her to lift her abaya so she doesn’t trip and get left
behind. All these little things.
This poem changes nothing. It doesn’t have Godly powers that can reconstruct a murder scene, reverse blood back into a body. You listen to a
preacher at the edge of the bay. He shouts about vengeance and judgment
then approaches you gently asking for a dollar or whatever you can spare.
You remember the stares on the way here, the sea of white faces that wantALMONTASER
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ed you out. Your breath hitched at the red-light when you saw a confederate
flag flapping on the jeep beside you, prayed they didn’t notice the scarf on
your head, prayed you didn’t become another dead girl in someone’s poem.
When the driver glanced your way, you saw your future clearly: where
you’re found with your hijab ripped off and stuffed in your mouth, hair like
a Barbie your dog had been chewing on for weeks, body dumped for patriotic purposes in a dark wood somewhere.
At this moment, the girl is dead and you are here, feet dangling over the
pier, cracking a softened fruit drop with your teeth, your mom’s voice on
the phone, the words “careful” and “safe” in static, knowing your loved ones
are alive and well. And at least for now, they are.
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2ND PLACE — POETRY

i slam
Parmida Mostafavi
Duke University

i
slam
my islam into the drawer under my bed,
like the qur’an my mother gave me before i left for college, a palm-sized paradox
a reminder of where i come from but
useless and forgotten under piles of old textbooks and worn novels and my
treasured photo album
i
speak
my islam with a heavy accent, (a burden)
like the speech of a newly arrived immigrant (“a burden”)
seeking acceptance but put at the mercy of a whole lotta Terms and Conditions
that my islam cannot, will not sign
(i guess praying three times a day doesn’t translate)
((i suppose the masjid doesn’t have a turbah, or mohr as i know it))
(((though i’ve never set foot in one so i concede the possibility i could be wrong)))
((((i conjecture this Islam with a capital I does not know what to do with a generation who love and hate their Islamic (with a capital I) Revolution (with a capital
R), those who in their hatred and fear of a Regime that betrayed them denounce
the “mullah’s Religion” and yet never leave home without a bismillah uttered
thrice under the Qur’an))))
(((((i’m talking about the iranian diaspora in case you don’t know your history)))))
my islam follows me like the faintest shadow under an overcast sky
it’s in the mashallahs and inshallahs i utter when i speak farsi with my family,
(but not when i converse in english with my muslim friends)
never noticing god peeking out between the letters
(the “allah” was never a separate suffix for me)
my islam expresses itself not with an astaghfirullah
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but with a rousing ya hossein ya abolfazl
(“get up from the couch ya ali I have the laziest children” oft says my mother)
((when i learned the iranian government also has “ya ali” missiles i laughed
the hardest i had in a long while. can you imagine?))
my islam takes jello shots but refuses pork, my islam is conveniently on her
period whenever prayer time rolls around with her muslim friends, my islam
does not know pray or recite any surahs save for when the weight of it all is
pushing her face into her pillow at 2 in the morning and between my quiet
sobs al fatiha and al ikhlas emerge mumbled, my quiet and dear friends
i
slam
my
islam
down
not because i am “lost” or “confused” but because
it
is
mine
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GENERATIONAL BURDEN
Haneen Awadalla
San José State University

I cling to culture. Stomps of dabke to the beat of drums against wooden
floors. Cardamom rich coffee sludging at the bottom of small gold
rimmed fanajeen. Stitches of red tatreez against black cloth. The
zaghroota, ululations that find voice to persevere. The cha’s that weigh
down the words of fellaheen, singing love to harvest with weathered
hands. Sun-soaked figs reaching down to kiss copper land. The cheesy
stretch of knafa drenched in simple syrup. The homeliness of Darwish’s
poetry, the sweet notes of Um Kalthoum’s melody. The Arabic that
sticks in my throat, knotting my tongue with its guttural letters. The
strangers found in exile, embraced like long-lost relatives, exchanging
stories over sage tea and the crack of watermelon seeds. The map of
Palestine fading into Israel. The consequences of forgetting is extinction.
I cling to culture. But my arms are getting so tired.
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HAJJA RAZIA SHARIF SHEIKH PRIZE
1ST PLACE — NONFICTION

THROUGH THE DOME
Safia Hattab
Hope College

Chicago commands space. That’s probably how it compensates for all the
space taken up by the Fire. Buildings fill the expanse of gray, or occasional blue. If you watch them long enough, you can see the ’scrapers stretch,
lazily taking the only bits of sky worth seeing. They used to stretch even
further, down to the depths of the Lake, but they eventually passed a law
preventing that. It’s like someone realized that there wouldn’t be enough
room for the meandering, one-way streets.
The population of Chicago is a little under three million. My dad jokes
that he’s probably met most of them. That’s what you get for being a taxi
driver downtown. He meets all these cool people, like a corporate worker
from Quench Gum, or an Illinois senator from DuPage. Once he even met a
Google associate.
“Indeed, there are signs for a people who believe.” [16:79]
“So what did you think about your overnight visit?” My admissions representative beamed, his teeth catching the glare of the windowed sun. “Did it
give you some guidance?”
How was I supposed to explain just how light I felt? How I felt I could
fly up through the swaying ‘scrapers back home and hug their aluminum
frames? Or float away like the picture of my dad, his exhausted form leaning over the bakery sink, washing dishes in the ’90s?
“I think it did give me some guidance.”
If his mouth could smile any wider, it did. “Safia, I want to caution you.”
He leaned forward in his chair, striped tie shifting past his knees. “You’re
going to be different here.”
I nodded.
“Numi, listen to me.” My father’s gruff Arabic demanded my attention.
“Don’t talk to strangers. Don’t talk to boys. And don’t tell people more than
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what they need to know.”
His counsel prompted my purchase of a pair of white shorts.
“Do not be afraid; I am with you all the time, listening and seeing.” [20:46]
You can probably find everything you need in Chi. If it isn’t within walking
distance, it’s probably a maximum of ten minutes on the L, and that’s if the
city subway system isn’t experiencing its daily breakdown.
The L is its own labyrinth of tunnels, trains lacing through the living
guts. Every Chicagoan earns their Ariadne’s thread through trial and error,
through misplaced trust of transit signs and garbled intercoms. Once you
get acclimated, it isn’t too awful.
I love taking the L on a Sunday. Not early in the morning, but around
noon. The air charges, full of bolstering crowds, but not the same ones I
see down Michigan Avenue.
The train bell rings, and I find myself home.
“We will test you in fear, hunger, loss of wealth, life and fruit, but give glad tidings
to the patient.” [2:155]
“Hey, wanna come to Bible Study?” Abigail’s blonde hair brushed the thick,
leather-bound book in her arms.
I smiled. “No, thanks. I have an exam on Friday.”
“Really, what class?”
“Computer Science. I swear it’s gonna kill me.”
“Oh Lord, we have a test in 225? We just started a new unit.” Curls
bounced frantically. “You sure Johnson would do something like that?”
I grit my teeth through closed lips. “Let me double check.” I unzipped
my backpack just enough to be able to reach in. I pulled out my planner,
flipping to a bookmarked page. “Shit, you’re right. It’s next week. It’s my
theatre exam that’s tomorrow.” I smiled apologetically. “Another time?”
“Definitely! We’re in the basement of the chapel if you want to come!”
She rushed down the stairs.
The familiar click of the door let me retreat to my room down the
hall. Opening my closet, I rifled through my collection of scarves and ran
through the motions I’d been through a billion times before, tucking my
dyed hair into the fabric.
I threw on a skirt over the white shorts, sliding into my meticulously
clean desk. I opened my backpack, removing the Quran.
Bismillah.
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“How’s Michigan treating you?”
My phone screen filled with my favourite person in the world. “It’s
definitely different,” I chuckled. “It takes some getting used to.”
“How are classes?”
“They’re great. I love my professors. ”
“Have you been reading your Quran?”
“Yes, Mama. You need to make me some burkoukus when I come back
next week.”
“Already bought the ingredients.”
“Thank god. I’m dying over—” A knock interrupted my train of
thought. “One sec. Esther probably locked herself out.”
It was a woman I didn’t recognize, an awkward smile gracing her face.
“Hi?” I asked, my phone teetering in one hand as I leaned on the whiteboard hanging from my door.
“Sorry, I was walking by and was just wondering... what language was
that?”
“It’s Arabic.” Adrenaline made the decision for me: I slammed the door,
accidentally hanging up the phone.
“Allah does not burden a soul beyond that it can bear.” [2:286]
The city gets boring after a while.
Sue still stands tall in the Field Museum, her fossils still echoing the
muddy brown I recalled in my mind’s eye. The marvel of fish at the Shedd
used to be a cacophony of colour, but now blur into one giant expanse of
blue, like The Old Guitarist at the Art Institute, or the waves, violent as they
slam the Pier.
When it rains, I watch the tide rise and wonder how much it would take
to flood the Notebaert Nature Museum. Everyone would be fine; it’s not
like people go there anyway, but I can envision the butterflies in the Haven
trying to fly through the dome, wings batting fruitlessly against the glass.
Their space wouldn’t be enough anymore.
“He will give you something better than what has been taken from you.” [8:70]
The tinkling of the piano in the corner of the lounge echoed a hymn I had
heard dozens of times.
“...so I accidently said ‘quenching the wildflowers’ instead of ‘wildfires’
and it was honestly the most humiliating moment of my life.” Elizabeth
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laughed awkwardly. “How about you? Any embarrassing church stories?”
I picked at the hole in my shorts. An image of slipping hijabs and painful Arabic came to mind, a memory that mirrored hers.
“Um I’m Muslim...” The word fell hard, bouncing on tension.
She shrugged.
A list of feedback comments illuminated my culture professor’s screen.
I didn’t know Islam was peaceful.
I always thought the hijab was a sign of oppression.
I thought Islam oppressed woman, but it empowers them.
Muslims love God the same way we love Christ.
“These are the most common phrases that came from this class after
the assigned Islam reading.” The professor turned from the overhead. “Anyone have any comments about the list?”
It took everything in me not to smile as I saw what was in front of me. I
raised my hand.
“Um I’m Muslim.”
“He will not change the condition of a people until they change what is in themselves.” [13:11]
Once you get out of the downtown Loop, it isn’t hard to find a church.
Chicago is full of them. Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Presbyterian: pick a
denomination and it shouldn’t be too hard to find. There was one I grew up
next to where every Sunday it would ring its bells, a chime emerging from
the old stone. I haven’t been back since I moved to the suburbs, but I can
still hear it bright as day.
“Hey, Safia!” I looked up from my choral music, surprised to find Molly
behind me. “Did you get the email about the slur written on someone’s
door?
“You’re going to be different here.”
“Don’t talk to strangers. Don’t talk to boys. And don’t tell people more than
what they need to know.”
Feet slapped the concrete, choral music dropping to the floor.
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“Hey, wanna come to Bible Study?”
“What language was that?”
“Um I’m Muslim...”
“I’m Muslim.”
“So I’m Muslim.”
Scribbled on my whiteboard were lyrics from South Pacific, exactly as I
had left them.
Outside my door, the chapel bells rang.
“I’ve been showing you tons of Christian memes,” Elizabeth began expectantly, “but you haven’t shown me any Muslim ones. ”
I unlocked my phone and showed her the collection I’d accumulated
since the beginning of the semester.
We laughed for an hour.
“Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves with
compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience. Bear with each other
and forgive one another if any of you has a grievance against someone. Forgive as
the Lord forgave you. And over all these virtues put on love, which binds them all
together in perfect unity.” Colossians 3:12-14
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HAJJA RAZIA SHARIF SHEIKH PRIZE
2ND PLACE — NONFICTION

FROM KANDAHAR,
WITH LOVE
Maryam Bargzie

California State University, East Bay

Dark brown and coarse, her hair was pulled back loosely while she fried
onions in canola oil.
She only did that once a week because it made the whole house smell
like onions, and none of us liked that. I was convinced that the vent from
the kitchen was connected to my room. That pungent smell, it drove me
nuts. The end result, however, was amazing. Turmeric, black pepper, cumin—reminded me of her. Reminded me of home.
The fragrance of the spices began to spin webs around the silver pan,
then the spoon, and finally wrapped itself around me. All the while, my
mom sang to the home in Pashto. Her blue skirt swayed while she made her
way around the kitchen, with knowledge in each step. Dinner was served.
Her eggplant, sautéed until deep brown, paired with tomatoes and potatoes. The fruitful, long-lasting marriage between these vegetables kept me
happy since I was in diapers. On the side, we had bread, from the local Afghan store. Plain yogurt, homemade by her, and shlombeh, my only contribution to our meal. An acquired taste that consisted of yogurt, water, salt,
a little squeeze of lime, tiny, cubed cucumber, topped with dried, crushed
mint leaves. A typical summer meal from a country that I’ve never been
to, but whose rich language lives on my tongue, Afghanistan. God knows
that practice makes perfect, and her food always came out perfect. My five
siblings were elsewhere, and Dad was at work. That day, mom and I broke
our fast alone.
It was hot that day, but we ate at night, and it was cooler then. The
chopped mint leaves refreshed us with every swig of our drink. While she
washed the dishes, I dried them. Efficient. So I began to ask her questions.
She said she’d rather sit down and talk to me over chai, traditional Afghan
tea, but I annoyed her as always.
I always wondered what it had been like for her, to leave her country to
a land unknown.
She was a widow with four children under the age of five. The Soviets
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had invaded. It was 1979. No hippies in Afghanistan anymore, no peace
either. The government was changing. It had shifted to communism, and
the Soviets were wreaking havoc in my mother’s hometown. Sons, uncles,
fathers, brothers going missing. Her husband and brother, both in the
Afghan National Army (ANA), were among them. To this day, there is no
actual record of what happened to them. There are rumors, of course. One,
of them being thrown out of a helicopter, because the government knew
they weren’t for a communist nation. This is most likely. Another, that says
when they were thrown out of the chopper, they survived and might still
be looking for their wives and children. There was no time to worry about
where they could be, because Afghanistan didn’t care, Afghanistan kept going. The sun still came up, and still went down. Swallowing with it the lives
of men, memories of women, and their children who would never see them
again. Without the men, groceries ran thin. Nobody could go to the market
with her. What to cook, when nothing is there? When she speaks about the
old days, her eyes glistened, and mine gleamed. But her voice never shook,
and sometimes she would even chuckle, remembering how her mom would
bug her to leave Afghanistan—because every day the situation got a little
more crucial. In my mom’s head, the way her thoughts worked was, “Why
leave if they will get us anyway?” The bombing was so frequent, it kept
them awake for all five prayers. From dusk until dawn. We sip our shlombeh
again.
It was in the winter of 1979 when my mom, older sisters, and extended
family began their journey to the U.S.
I wish more people knew that coming to the United States isn’t easy.
The road is paved with overlooked tears, worried minds, and tired folks. If
I wrote a book about my mama, it might be a thousand pages. They were in
the refugee camp for three years. It took three years until they gained political asylum. Three years in Pakistan, three years wondering, three years
lost. She still didn’t lose her identity. She grabs some more dodi, bread,
from the toaster.
My mom, father, and sisters lived on Virginia Lane off of Monument
Boulevard in a two-bedroom apartment. My mom had remarried in New
York. A single man, a friend of my mother’s family, the man who later
became my father. His two-toned green eyes knew the same home town as
she did.
My mom was pregnant with Sara, the sister that is six years older than
me, and my grandma and her kids lived downstairs from us. It was a lively
community, more like a world of its own. There was a Mexican-American
population, situated in Concord, California, that made tacos de carne asada
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better than anyone. They were a hospitable people, and after visiting many
of their neighbors’ homes, my mom was gifted a portrait of the last supper. We laughed because my mom said she thought that was the “American
way.”Jesus of Nazareth, Peter and Paul, in the living room. I’ve seen it in
the family photos, though it only shows a tiny corner of the painting. Was
she worried about fitting in? No, and she still isn’t. She is just an ingredient in America’s salad, because it isn’t a melting pot.
She is not around the constant bombing, but often does dream of it. It
happens more frequently now. My dad knows how to calm her down, and
we all stand by. We don’t talk about her dreams unless she brings them
up, which she usually does. She doesn’t like keeping things in. She awakes
around two or three in the morning. She’s shaking. The men had robbed
her again. They raided the home. Mud, traditional, rural. They yelled,
asking where my mom’s husband was, where her brother was, and they
were willing to do anything to get them. They were not conforming to the
government’s desires. She was pregnant with Nasrina, my older sister. My
other three sisters were keeping quiet with our grandmother, Ajjeh. Ripping the casing off of the korbacheh, deep, red velvet mattresses, the Soviet
soldiers were in search for anything of value. They took gold and afghani,
or Afghan currency. Their yells, the sound of distant bombing, were the
sounds that she had become accustomed to. The world turns dark, and then
light as she realizes she’s surrounded by people that love her, and that she’s
in Concord, not Kandahar. It’s the same time of night, but it’s 35 years
later. Mom has PTSD. I thought PTSD was just for soldiers, but I guess war
survivors come from both sides, and I guess Mom was a soldier, too.
I think she cooked every single day since she got to the U.S. I wonder
if it’s for us, or if it helps her keep her sanity. I think there is something
about it that connects her back to her country, which will never go back to
the way she remembers it. Blind to her surroundings, a silent reminder that
she is her new home. It will always feel new, no matter how long she has
been here. Foreign. Home is where the heart is, home is where her kids are.
There’s a certain sweetness in the way she sings, while she stirs. A
professionalism, in every chop. Perhaps, a tear instead of salt. Lamb shank
soup, to prevent any sickness. Lamb and potatoes, simple stew. The complexity and depth of flavor have been tweaked to perfection over the years.
She and I, we never eat in silence. We savor the conversation just as much
as the food. I get mad when she’s playing on her phone while I talk. She
gets mad at me when I do that too.
These days, Mom is sixty-one. Sixty-two is around the corner, next
week, and it never looked better. She hangs out. Dad takes her to the
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redwoods and to Tahoe. She didn’t really like their last trip to Lake Tahoe
because “old people are boring.” She is definitely outspoken, and I couldn’t
be more happy for her. Her once long braided hair is now cut just above her
shoulders. Bouncy and dark chestnut brown. It’s the haircut I know her
by. The Chinese lady next to the mosque and the quincenera dress store on
Monument Boulevard has been cutting her hair for thirty years now. She
used to cut my hair too. Always cuts it too short, but after a week it looks
amazing. A smile on her face, always. A faith and trust that could not be
broken. She is a living lesson that women do bend, but don’t break. And I
wish she could read this but I’ll have to just read it to her.
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HAJJA RAZIA SHARIF SHEIKH PRIZE
HONORABLE MENTION—NONFICTION

ALL KINDS OF KINDS
Rahat Huda

Middlebury College

When you’re young, you’re ashamed of your culture. You hate eating rice
every day, even though you love Amu’s cooking. You hate that she makes
you wear a salwar kameez for Halloween. But you love painting your right
hand with mehndi, and you raise it, palm outward, so the orange paisleys
are visible to your teachers and classmates. It’s the only part of your culture
you don’t reject.
When you’re a little older, you scrub your skin raw and apply the Fair &
Lovely your mother gave you to lighten it. You resent her for making you
resent your melanin, and you resent your dad for telling you that you will
never be an American in a white person’s eyes.
Around this time you start to read books by brown people about brown
people, because if you can’t be American, you might as well embrace your
brownness. But the characters are always wrong, making mistakes no
brown person could afford to make. Your older cousin recommends Corona
by Bushra Rehman, a Pakistani Muslim who grew up in Queens. Because,
for the first time, you think you might actually see yourself in a South
Asian character, you have ridiculous expectations for the book. You need
Razia, the protagonist, to be just like you. But, of course, she isn’t. She
leaves her family. She hitchhikes along the East Coast. She dates, drinks
alcohol, and smokes. What kind of Muslim is she? What kind of Pakistani
is she? How could she be so selfish?
You start writing more your sophomore year. Your characters remind
you of the ones you used to hate. Flawed, human, more similar to you than
you’d like to admit. You realize that you don’t hate those characters from
the books you used to read. You envy them. You want to screw up as easily
as they do. You crave that kind of freedom and become restless. You’re tired
of your family talking about your future in terms of salaries. Your mom
tells you that you might as well give up on your education if you want to be
a teacher, as if educating doesn’t require education.
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In your junior year, your English teacher assigns a chapter from Corona. Reading Razia’s story again, you can’t help but admire her. You want to
be her, to have her courage (or selfishness). You want to be able to harden
your heart like her and, for once, do something reckless and unpredictable.
But you know that post-9/11 America doesn’t have much sympathy for a
wanderlusting brown hijabi. “Remember, Ma, you’re Muslim and they hate
us,” your dad tells you whenever he drops you at the train station.
Sometimes you let yourself think about the things you do have. The
night before Eid, you go down to Hillside Avenue with your sister to eat
mishtis and get those intricate designs painted on your hands with mehndi, which is no longer the only part of your culture you don’t reject. Every
inch of Hillside is packed that night, with people speaking a language that
is home. The next day is ten times as busy, the field at the local high school
filled with hundreds of Muslims praying together. You wonder how you haven’t met some of these people, but then you remember that this neighborhood is only home to a fraction of your identity—the fraction your parents
fostered.
You know your parents want what’s best for you. That is, after all, the
reason they came to this country. But you can’t seem to make their version
of “the best” your own. You’re terrified of being miserable, but your parents laugh when you tell them this. Because according to them, brown girls
don’t get to be happy. Brown girls don’t get to make themselves.
But the brown girls in your books made themselves and the brown
women who wrote them made themselves. So why can’t you?
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The Oakland Arts Review would like to express its deepest gratitude to
Dr. Hamid Hussain Sheikh, Sr. and Amy Lee Sheikh for their generous
support of this prize and for their passion for social justice.
We would also like to thank Basma El-Bathy and Alison Powell for being the
guest judges for this contest. Their time and insight were priceless.
Basma El-Bathy was a lecturer in the International Studies program at
Oakland University and was a faculty member at Wayne State University.
Her interdisciplinary courses focused on the history and societies of the
Middle East and Muslim world. Her research interests on the Middle East
include identity formation and expression in the modern era, contemporary
political communication, and the intersection of traditional and new media
on public opinion formation—an area on which she presented academic papers in international conferences in the Middle East and Europe. She holds
an MA degree in Near Eastern languages and cultures from Wayne State
University.
Dr. Alison Powell’s first collection of poems, On the Desire to Levitate,
was selected as the 2013 Hollis Summers Poetry Prize winner and published
by Ohio University Press in March 2014. It was selected as one of “Thirty
Amazing Poetry Titles for Spring 2014” by the Library Journal and was
recently featured on PBS NewsHour’s Weekly Poem edition. She has been
a Guest Editor for Crazyhorse and an editorial assistant at the Indiana
Review. Her poetry has appeared in American Literary Review, Boston
Review, Guernica, AGNI, Black Warrior Review, Crazyhorse, Antioch
Review and others, and is forthcoming from Alaska Quarterly Review,
Copper Nickel, Prairie Schooner, and elsewhere. She is Assistant Professor
of Poetry at Oakland University.
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ON THE ROAD TO A
FRUIT STAND
Nicholas Leon

University of North Carolina, Asheville

Sacks of apples on a truck,
jumbling in its gateless bed.
Its wheels turn up dust, whirling
on the air. Corn stalks race
past us, and scratch the sky.
Daddy drives. He stares ahead.
Twenty miles to the stand
and we hit a hard bump.
I hear it, in the back, some sack
of apples moves. It tumbles along
the grooves of the bed. It sidles
to the edge. The dirt kicks up,
disappearing in the wind.
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THE ROLLER RINK
Alejandro de la Garza
Princeton University

Gliding along on a pair of four-wheeled roller skates, I barely noticed the
oppressive heat. Chinese electro-pop issued from the speakers suspended
from the ceiling as Jishou natives zoomed by, glancing at the sweat-soaked
foreigner wobbling through the roller rink.
The rink was a typical amusement in Jishou, a small city in China’s
southeastern Hunan Province and the unlikely destination of our small delegation of American students, there to teach an English summer program.
The city’s main attraction was the Qianzhou “Ancient” City, a local tourist
destination constructed in 2008. Even newer was the glittering BBG Mall,
a white monolith rising high above the city’s soot-stained sprawl. On the
street, taxis and mopeds played chicken in an intersection by the Dong River. Young people sporting T-shirts and tight jeans walked briskly through
the city, absorbed in their smartphones. They skirted local farmers in
traditional dôulì straw hats and piles of watermelons and peppers arranged
on the cracked tile sidewalk. At a tiny restaurant nearby, college students
ate plates of fried rice as the proprietors scraped woks over coal stoves in
the street. In the river park, the elderly kept an eye on their grandchildren
while playing Mahjong or quietly singing songs of romance.
Just outside the city center, the squat Cultural Revolution-era buildings of The Normal College of Jishou University overlooked the crowded
streets. I spent most days at the school, explaining verb conjugations and
struggling through Ray Bradbury and William Stafford to an eager college
class of 20 or so aspiring English teachers. The Normal College primarily
dealt in teacher training, drawing mostly from the ranks of the millions of
mid-to-low scorers on the Gaokao, China’s country-wide college entrance
exam. For many, this school had been their only option. Still, there were
exceptions. Mindy, a daughter of migrant factory workers, woke up at five
o’clock every morning to practice English on her own, mostly by reading
novels. She was not much for The Great Gatsby, but she had cried reading
The Little Prince. She once told me about getting kicked out of her middle
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school for drinking and fighting. That night, she had lain on her bed silently, listening to huge rats scuttling on the floor beneath her. In her next
school, she was top of her class.
After a couple of weeks of summer classes, I agreed to join Mindy and a
few of the other students for an afternoon trip to the local roller rink. The
rink itself was located on the roof of a mostly abandoned shopping mall.
The street-level shops were open, but the next six levels up were gutted,
bare concrete left exposed to the elements. The mall had recently been part
of Jishou’s commercial center, but with the construction of the BBG Mall
two years earlier, business had dried up. Only 20 years old, the building had
outlived its usefulness, discarded by the growing city.
Walking up the flights of stairs, the empty floors were silent, strangely
removed from the hectic streets just yards away. Already, the building was
showing signs of decay. On some of the upper floors, young couples sat
side-by-side, come for a few minutes of solitude. They stared at us as we
climbed past: a couple of sweaty foreigners surrounded by a dozen laughing
college girls.
Beneath the rink’s sweltering aluminum canopy, I strapped on a pair of
hard-worn skates and cruised the floor in wobbling circles, shouting with
my students over electronic dance tracks. Conversation was almost impossible, and I began watching the rink’s other patrons, mostly teenagers,
who seemed more at home at the rink than the college students who had
come with me. Loudest were the younger girls. They wore high-waisted
jean shorts and shirts with nonsensical English expressions. Four or five
at a time would link arms and circle the rink, shrieking over the thumping
music.
The boys were quieter. They were middle schoolers perhaps, and wore
tight-fitted T-shirts and long skinny shorts. Sure of their routine, they
ducked and hurtled backwards across the pitted wooden floor. Their trips
to the roller rink were not an excursion, but a ritual.
Based on the composition of my students, I had inferred that Jishou
was experiencing a major shortage of young men. There were about ten female students for every one male at the college. The girls called them “pandas” for their rarity. Of course, I realized this trend had more to do with
the mandate of the Normal College than the demographics of Jishou itself.
Primary school teaching was a profession still delegated almost exclusively
to women in China. Still, it was better than the alternative. Mindy once
told me about her previous summer working at the same factory as her
parents. “I did the same thing every single day,” she said, “I don’t remember
much from that time.”
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I stopped to try to talk with Mindy as she inched her way along the
outside of the rink, clutching the railing with both hands.
“I got it!” the tiny 20-year-old shouted, waving me away, “Go away, I’m
getting it! Don’t worry about me!” I obliged her, leaving her to eye the next
section of railing with apprehension.
I looked over at the younger boys again. A group of them were performing tricks for each other, jumping in the air or sliding in contorted positions. As I watched, three of the boys made a circle. They linked arms and
pushed off, spinning faster and faster until the centrifugal force hurled one
from the group. He slid along the floor for a few feet and stood up grinning. The tallest member of the group laughed and flicked his half-finished
cigarette, arcing it ten feet through the air. The third was already looking
down at an alert on his phone.
I am still unsure of what it is to come of age in Jishou. Lewis, one of my
more contemplative students, is 21 years old. He has a girlfriend whom he
will probably marry, and his favorite television show is an American program called Good Luck Charlie. He says that he knows that it’s for kids, but
that he likes it anyway.
Leaning on the railing, I glanced again at the middle-school boys cutting arcs across the wooden floor. They might have been the bad boys of
their school. Their mothers probably didn’t know they smoked cigarettes
on weekends. I couldn’t help but imagine what they might be thinking.
Perhaps they dreamed of reaching the world they saw on TV. Or maybe they
were happy to just live for this hot summer day.
In my last weeks in China, Mindy, Lewis, and others told me they would
not be happy to live out their lives as schoolteachers in Xiangxi Autonomous Prefecture. Their circumstances had placed them in a vocational
school, but others had broken the mold before. A former Normal College
student had been accepted to a prestigious graduate school. He was writing an anthropology dissertation on minority ethnic groups in Hunan
Province. Mindy told me that she would find a way to get a Masters degree
in psychology. Others wanted to set out for Shanghai or Guangzhou and
land a well-paid job in one of the big businesses: import-export, finance,
electronics. They wanted to make a life where they could afford to see the
world, to visit America and Europe. Perfect English was the first prerequisite to land those dream jobs. For them, this summer was the chance to
learn English from Americans whose language was not a product of hours
of memorization, but a birthright. I began to see why some students hung
on to every word in class and demanded explanation for every red line on
their papers—this opportunity could change their lives.
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Still, some weren’t so obsessed with defying the odds. Most students
at the Normal College had not enrolled in the English summer program.
One student dropped out in July for a summer job selling beauty products.
In the months after I returned to the United States, many of my former
students would graduate and take elementary school teaching positions
throughout Hunan. For every student like Mindy at The Normal College,
there were dozens of less ambitious ones for whom the life of a country
school teacher would be enough. The children were a handful, they would
tell me, but the job was not so bad.
As I was leaving the rink that day, I turned back, spotting the same
middle-school boys from before. They were spinning circles again, their
grins marked by the lit ends of their cheap cigarettes.
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A WASTELAND OF
Miriam Hernandez
University of Redlands

A wasteland of
dusk etched his bones —
delicate transitions
between dandelions
in front of the church
and piano keys
underneath a wrinkled tarp.
The vase glistened,
as alone he
slept through the fervor of
isolation.
A mirror on the door
startled him into sobriety.
Who was this? Brown shoulders
bruised from crumbled
tombstones.
He cried
on the patio, even
when the priest told him
to pray.
Love, they say.
He shuddered out a breath, and
it settled like a home.
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I DON’T SLEEP (HERE)
ANYMORE
Miriam Hernandez
University of Redlands

I Don’t Sleep (Here) Anymore
I knock back the nighttime
You wear it
Spanish bluebells around your neck

I knew, it was finally over
when I stopped looking for
(you
in)
what I wrote
along the shoreline
of winter snow
and the unshoveled driveway
where,
for the last time, we sat
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in my
car with untouched silence
		

smeared on our fingers.

Adios,
		Dulce Mexicana
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COCOON
Emma Thom
Sweet Briar College

Mom says I get better every day, and Julia, my therapist, tells me the
medication is doing all the right things, but I wish she would tell me what
all of those right things are. I know we’re paying her to say things like that.
Mom’s probably glad I’ve stopped talking about butterflies, but she still
doesn’t understand the full extent of the butterfly’s metamorphosis. But I
know she pays very close attention, and I appreciate that.
Since it’s my last year of high school, Mom and Julia have been talking
a lot about college. Mom doesn’t think I’m ready, but Dad keeps saying,
“Lynn, he’s 18, you need to treat him like it.” I listen more than they think I
do. They think I don’t understand, and I might not all the time, but I know
I’m past puberty and I already like my alone time so I’m more independent
than they think. Mom just isn’t ready for me to leave, but I can’t live with
her forever. I probably could, but I don’t want her yelling at me to fold my
socks when I’m 30. I might miss that though; she’s really good at keeping
the stripes with the stripes and the solids with the solids. She knows I get
really irritated when they’re not a perfect match. I know that is irrational
and I shouldn’t think like that, but I can’t make the thoughts stop. I guess
that’s what the medication is for, so my brain can just, you know, take a
break for a while.
I think Mom is mostly afraid I’ll end up alone. There’s this girl, Sylvia,
in my AP Biology class. She used to try to eat lunch with me when we were
in elementary school, but I didn’t realize she had a crush on me so I just
ended up making her cry. I don’t know why she liked me, but I remember
she knew some things about butterflies too. I already knew everything she
had tried to tell me, but it was nice that she was interested. She has good
qualities like her handwriting is very neat and her notes are color-coded.
I don’t like the bright colors she uses, but I like that she’s organized and
everything has its place. I believe that makes her feel calm. It makes me
feel calm.
Sylvia is good at Biology, but she has a lot of trouble understanding
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plasmapheresis, and I’m not sure she knows that it is really just a fancy
name for plasma exchange. She’s my lab partner and I had to help her a lot
with the centrifuge, but I don’t mind because I’d rather do it myself anyway.
She makes me really nervous sometimes, like with this one experiment
we did last week where we had to transform E. Coli bacterium using green
fluorescent protein. Sylvia really wasn’t handling the bacteria properly
so I told her to let me do it and she looked offended, but I knew I would
be more careful. We got an A on the assignment so I think she knows she
needs me more than I need her. She’s coming over today so I can tutor her
for the exam. I don’t really know why I said yes, but Mom said it was a good
idea.
When I came home from school yesterday, I told Mom that Sylvia would
be coming over today and of course she told Dad. I sat on the staircase
and listened to them talk in the kitchen. Mom sounded really excited, but
I wasn’t really sure why because she was just coming over to study. “This
is the first girl he’s ever had over!” she said, which wasn’t true because in
middle school I had five girls over for my birthday party when I turned
11. Mom made the invitations but I still had to hand it to them in person
which was weird, but Mom said it would be good for me. She says that a
lot, that things will be good for me, but I’m not sure I’m reaping any benefits. She used to tell me I was special, fine just the way I am, but now I just
think she wants me to fit in, try to be normal, whatever that means. Dad
asked if he should give me “the talk,” but Mom just slapped him on the
chest and laughed out loud. I wasn’t sure what “the talk” was, but something told me it would make me uncomfortable and I really didn’t want
that.
One time Dad said that he wanted to spend more time with me. He said
he wanted more of a “father-son” relationship, and I didn’t really understand that because how could I be more of his son than I already was? Mom
told him that he should take me to golf or to the amusement park, but I
was really hoping he wouldn’t do that because I’m unathletic and I do not
like heights. I do fine when they leave me alone. Mom wishes I had more
friends but I don’t think there’s anything wrong with being alone. Parents
are weird. But it’s not like they got an instruction manual when I was born.
I think that would be a very good idea. Mom and Dad could use some guidance sometimes.
Mom doesn’t cry as much anymore but there are still times when I say
or do something that is for some reason upsetting to her. I didn’t understand when I was younger; she would try to lie and say she was tired or
she’d had a bad day at work, but she can’t really get away with that now. I
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sort of know that when she’s upset it’s not because I did something wrong
intentionally, it’s because she can’t fix me. Sometimes I wish Mom and Dad
had another kid, but then I wonder if they would just compare me to him
or her or if I would get all the attention because I’m high maintenance. I’m
not sure I’d want to be related to me. When I was ten Mom and Dad tried to
have another baby. I know ten years is a big age difference between siblings,
but I think they thought I was maybe getting better or more independent
and that I would be okay if they needed to focus on a newborn. But she
started to have a lot of pain and I remember she told me there was something wrong but I already knew that. It was called an ectopic pregnancy. She
tried to dumb it down but she probably knew I would research it myself so
I told her that meant the fertilized egg had implanted itself outside of the
uterus making the pregnancy dangerous and life-threatening. I asked her if
she was going to die. She kissed me on the forehead and said of course not
with wet tears rolling down her face. I still don’t like it when she does that.
When she kisses me or when she cries.
Julia asked me if I ever thought I wanted a girlfriend in our last
therapy session. I said I didn’t think so because it seems like girlfriends
require a lot of attention and are a lot more high maintenance than I am.
Julia said that not all girls are like that, and I said I wouldn’t know what
to say to them and that I didn’t like to dance or watch romantic movies or
anything that girls like to do. She went to her stereo which was outdated
and should have been upgraded to a wireless speaker and turned on “My
Girl” by The Temptations. I don’t know why she turned on music when I
had hardly finished my sentence and I didn’t like talking over their voices.
She said, “Nick, I’m going to teach you how to dance. Stand up and put
one hand on my waist and give me your other hand. Just let me lead.”
I really didn’t want to hold her hand because it was probably going to
get clammy and I already knew I had sweaty hands, but this felt like one of
those things that would be good for me so I just listened. We just kind of
swayed back and forth, and she told me I was doing well but I didn’t really
feel like I was doing anything. When the song ended I told her I thought
that was enough, and she told me she was proud of me and that now I knew
how to dance. I was pretty sure I didn’t know how to dance, but she told me
I could go early so I was fine with that.
Sylvia just texted me and told me she’s on her way over and Mom asked
me if I was nervous. I said no, why would I be, she’s coming over to study
not to kiss me. Mom laughed and blushed a little. She likes it when I make
jokes like that because people don’t really believe I have a sense of humor.
I didn’t really think it was funny but I knew she would laugh and it was
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nice when she laughed. Sylvia rang the doorbell twice which was annoying
because she should have known we would hear it the first time. She was
wearing a shirt that I had told her I liked because the polka dots looked like
cylindrical red blood cells. She told me that was a weird compliment and I
didn’t respond because I thought it was a nice thing to say. Mom asked if
we wanted any snacks or anything, and I said no I had already eaten, and
she said, “Well, why don’t you ask Sylvia if she wants anything.” So I said
Sylvia would you like any snacks, and she said she was fine which I figured
because people usually eat snacks at their own homes when they get back
after school.
I took Sylvia up to my room where my Biology textbook and the rest of
my stuff was but Mom followed us upstairs. I asked her why she was following us, and she said she just wanted to make sure I kept my bedroom door
open. Sylvia was as red as the dots on her shirt which I knew meant she
was embarrassed so I told Mom she was being weird, because she was, and
then told her that if I closed my door with the two of is in there it would
get stuffy and claustrophobic so I wouldn’t do that anyway and I told her to
stop being weird and she went back downstairs.
I started to explain plasmapheresis and the complications associated
with it, like bleeding or hematoma or hypotension or transfusion related
diseases, but Sylvia’s face got sort of crumpled and she was just staring at
me and not really listening to what I was saying. I told her to stop doing
that and that she should probably pay attention if she wanted to do well on
the exam.
“Do you like me, Nick?”
I thought that was a weird question and had nothing to do with Biology,
so I told her that yes I thought she was clean and neat but that she should
really be focusing on her notes. But she just kept looking at me and this
time she sort of tilted her head sideways.
“No, I mean, do you think I’m pretty? Would you…would you date me?”
I told her that in comparison to a lot of the girls we went to school
with she had particularly straight hair and she always smelled nice. I also
told her that her teeth were very white, which meant that she probably had
good oral hygiene. I would have to think about dating her, but I said that
my answer wasn’t no because I did enjoy it when I could actually teach her
biological functions and it might be nice to have someone to eat lunch with
every day. But I told her that I would probably not buy her chocolates or
watch romantic movies with her.
“Sylvia, my therapist taught me to dance. Do you want to dance with
me?”
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“Right now?” She looked confused but she was also sort of smiling so I
had hoped I’d made her happy somehow.
“Yes, but you have to lead, whatever that means.”
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WOMEN’S WORK
Leah Heim

Ball State University

In my family, the winter means three things: a heat lamp for the chicken
coop, hay bales for the cows, and wood. Lots of wood. Even ricks of wood
stacked tall in our barn, spirited away by mittened hands in a puff of frozen breath. Wood in wheelbarrows, pushed through snow drifts into the
garage, brought into the house armload by armload. How many pieces can
you carry at once? Use your back and you’ll be able to hold more. But don’t
drop it on the kitchen floor or the middle room carpet; Mom just cleaned.
We have a gas furnace, sure. But when the temperature falls and the
days get short, a thin stream of smoke begins to rise over the roof of the
Heim household. Step out of the barn at twilight and you’ll see it, even
against the cold gaze of an overcast sky; you’ll close your eyes and imagine
the heat on your legs as you stand in front of the roaring stove until you
catch a whiff of cooking denim.
Burning wood means cutting wood. Cutting wood means waking up to a
frosty morning and scarfing down a breakfast that will stick to your ribs—
biscuits and gravy, that manna from Heaven! Cutting wood means longsleeve sweaters and thin overalls, old leather gloves that probably have a
hole in at least one finger, bright orange beanies purchased with deer hunts
in mind. And then, in the due course of the seasons, the wood cutting of
winter becomes the wood splitting of spring; splitting wood means everything from returning home after Academic Bowl meets to wood piled as
high as Mount Sinai you’re expected to stack, to running outside to the
barn with your wet hair in sponge curlers because your junior Prom is that
night and you’re a lady, but there’s hard work to be done and you secretly
love to do it.
But it’s winter now. Each day has enough trouble of its own, and stacking is the task of tomorrow. This morning, the Heim family cuts wood. The
old Chevy Silverado with the camper shell and dog boxes has pulled our
rusty hay wagon into the forest, and my father has felled a dead tree with
an enthused “Timber!” He saws through each piece of wood with artisan
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precision, sawdust flying up in a cloud, catching in his beard, sprinkling
onto the snow. My mother pulls away stubborn branches and picks up the
smaller logs. My twin brother and I haul the large logs to the hay wagon,
stomping the sawdust snow into a slop. This would have been my sister’s
job, too, but she’s living in Indianapolis now, so she can’t share the labor.
I am a freshman in college. This is my Christmas break. I have spent
the first semester of my university experience in self-imposed exile on
the silent floor of Bracken Library because I believe introverts don’t need
friends. On the weekends, I leave my room and estranged roommate at
eight in the morning, retreating to Bracken until it closes at nine in the
evening. After Bracken closes, I walk the campus alone, sitting under the
bell tower and listening to men and women laugh their way to or from
parties. Sometimes I go to get pizza at Late Nite. Sometimes I go to Sursa
Performance Hall and camp out in the main lobby, staring up at the light
painting and listening to Eric Whitacre and trying not to cry because God,
there actually is something beautiful in this universe, and even if I can never touch it, I can hope I can; at least the wall between myself and the world
is transparent. After the day of silence, I return to my room at three in the
morning to hear ambulances screech toward frat houses while I stare into
the darkness. And the same thing happens tomorrow, and tomorrow, and
tomorrow.
So yes, I am home for Christmas break, and yes, I am doing manual
labor, but I am alive. And this routine, this cutting of wood for the warmth
of tomorrow’s winters, is something that my body easily falls into. I have
done this since before I can remember, and this forest around me is an old
friend. It was here where we all went raccoon hunting, that one time when
I saw the raccoon hissing at the top of the tree, when I heard the dogs braying, when I watched the hunters Monster-lighting the prey; that one time
when I put the hunted animal in my sights and shot, shocked but somehow
delighted with myself as blood splattered down onto the dead leaves like a
sudden summer storm—with the raccoon tumbling down soon after, much
to the hounds’ ferocious elation. This was the forest I passed by when I
rode home in the back of Jessica’s red pick-up, that night when the boy and
I laid next to each other in her truck bed during the fireworks and I wondered what it would be like to kiss his face, his neck, his chest; that night
when Jessica drove me home in the back of her truck, I dreamily watched
the stars and trees streak by and felt the midnight air whip like Pentecostal
wind.
It’s funny how my life funneled down, how a vivid ocean of the past
became this thin, gray, numb stream of the present. As I flop another 80
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pound piece of wood into the hay wagon, I ask myself why I don’t have a
boyfriend. But then I remember that I broke up with the boy whose body I’d
wanted to taste, without having ever tasted. I remember that I maxed out
the weight on the back machine in my physical education class at Ball State.
I remember that I like to cut wood on Saturday mornings. Yes, I realize it
was a stupid question to begin with.
My elderly neighbor believes that if a woman lifts too much, she’ll go
barren. Studies say that being exposed to a twin brother’s testosterone in
the uterus can reduce a woman’s chances of marrying and having children,
as she can develop masculine traits and behaviors. FFA-loving Jessica tells
me that I’m lucky: female calves with twin brothers are completely sterile.
Funny. Pastors have told me the name ‘Leah’ sounds like wild cow in
Hebrew.
Dad stops the wood-cutting machine and warns us to step back; the
tree he’s sawing through is twisted. Like most things in life, trees often get
all wrenched up when they come crashing down, and when you try to work
through them, the entire thing can snap back at you. People have gotten
crushed trying to saw into twisted trees.
The Heim family does not want to see anybody crushed by a twisted
tree. We step back.
The chainsaw growls. Dad cuts. We all hold our breath.
And then the tree comes whipping back with the sound of creaking
wood and snapping limbs. Yelping, Dad jumps out of the way. Everybody
flinches away in a second of chaos.
When the monstrous tree has laid itself to rest, I am standing between
it and my former lineman twin brother, my arm pushing him backward.
Embarrassingly, we were never anywhere close to being in danger from the
tree’s revenge. Realizing how stupid I look, I put my arms at my side and
retreat a few steps.
Mom glances over at my twin brother and me. “Did you just jump in
front of him?”
Blushing heavily, I nod. Why did I do that? My mother looks at me in
a way that she’s never looked at me before. It’s a smile, yes, with her eyes
squinting up behind her glasses, but it’s more than that. It’s deeper, warmer
than that. I feel like this is the first time she’s ever looked at her daughter
and seen a woman—but not just any woman—a woman worthy of our line
of Kentucky matriarchs whose stories of heroism get told over chicken and
dumplings at family reunions; the women who carried households of fourteen children on their backs by love, moonshine, and Jesus.
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And I realize I wouldn’t give that look up for anything. Not for anything
in the world.
We continue to cut wood, wagonload after wagonload, for next winter’s
stores.
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HUNTING LAND
Anna Girgenti
Loras College

Joseph, my brother, squatted in the grass holding a blowgun. A bullfrog
sat a few feet from him, its big wet chest rising and falling. Joseph, with
one puff of his cheeks, blew a long, thin dart through the air, piercing the
hollow sack beneath the frog’s chin, mid-inflation.
This was how I learned about death, six years old, in my purple flowered sundress and bare feet. Joseph, ten years old, held the frog in both his
palms like an offering for me to examine the round jaw, the crocodile eyes.
That day, Joseph was barefoot and shirtless with red war paint smeared on
his freckled cheeks, and the red paint cracked like dried blood as he smiled
down at his kill. Feeling its leg between his fingers, he deemed it a good
catch, a meaty specimen. We began the long trek from the creek to the
pond, where we would light a fire in the limestone bonfire pit between the
pond and the path to the forest beyond.
For a moment, we stood alone on the red bridge overlooking the
rushing creek ten feet below us. With my head at the level of his hands, I
watched his grip on the frog, the way its bloated body squeezed out from
between his fingers. I would grow up watching those hands. They would
stay dirty, grow stronger and callused, and never lose their veiny grip on
fishing reels and living things.
I believe hands are hereditary. A child’s hands resemble his father’s or
his mother’s, and he will never be able to escape them. I have my father’s
hands—short and sturdy fingers, a round palm, made for Italian articulation. I also have Joseph’s hands. At six years old, I was smooth and pale
and did not share his calluses, his dirty fingernails, but I do now. I’ve seen
blood under my fingernails too, but it is not animal blood, it is my own. It
is always shed in private—the blood of legs shaved too close, the blood of
self-inflicted release, the blood of womanhood on white sheets and on my
own fingers.
And though all of this blood came later, I was not unfamiliar with it as
a child, the way its scent and color deepened with time. The most crucial
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moments of a woman’s life are painted red, and everything was red that day
too. The red paint flaked on the wooden bridge under my feet. I looked up
at the red-tile-roofed house my parents built at the top of the hill, 50 acres
of hunting land stretching out from it in all directions—a Roman palace in
an overgrown Midwest wilderness.
From the house on the hill, one could see treetops stretch for miles in
every direction. A stream flowed from the hilltop down to the creek, and
along the way it crashed into waterfalls built into the side of the hill. The
twisting waterfalls and stone-carved steps signaled the barrier between two
worlds—one that men made and one that made men. Human touch gradually lessened on the drop from the white brick house down to the pond.
White stone pillars surrounded the back of the house, leading out to the
steep landscaped hill with my mother’s garden planted into the side of it.
At the bottom of the hill, the waterfalls and granite steps disappeared,
making way for nature’s rough overgrowth, a kingdom without blueprints.
This was hunting land.
But Joseph and I had not set out to hunt anything that hot July day.
I wanted to pick flowers, to sit in the stream and dangle my feet over the
edge of the biggest waterfall, to look into the rushing creek below, but we
had business to attend to. There were frog legs to be cooked.
We walked in silence around the perimeter of the pond, where cattails
and wild milkweed grew over my head. A snapping turtle peaked its head
out from the edge of the water. A heron perched on the opposite bank,
watching its prey, perhaps the bluegill hovering beneath the shimmering
surface. Near the heron, water snakes stretched themselves out on huge
limestone boulders to bake in the sun. Joseph walked ahead of me with
the bullfrog in one hand and the blowgun in the other. I could see the skin
peeling on his sunburnt back, a goose feather tucked behind his ear. In this
light, from this angle, he was as much a part of the landscape as any predator.
When he was six years old, he killed his first animal: a snapping turtle. He trapped it in a large fishing net he stole from the garage. I’ve seen
a photograph of him standing by the bank, smiling, the dead turtle in his
arms.
There were other things he had killed by accident. Once a goose cornered him in his green fishing boat out on the pond. I watched it happen
from a window in the house on the hill. Joseph must have steered too close
to the goose’s nest near the bank; I saw a blur of black and white wings
pound toward him. Panicked, he found a heavy rock somewhere in the boat
and flung it at the goose’s head. I could almost hear the rock hitting the
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goose’s skull, and then the bird fell limp in the center of the boat.
“I wasn’t expecting her to die,” he’d tell me later. But I had watched him
beat the rock into the goose’s head until the boat and his hands were splattered with blood. I didn’t blame him. After all, the geese were our enemies,
with their hollow glares and their overabundant feces underfoot. They built
their nests and monopolized the whole pond. Hunting land is full of enemies and friends, and one can change into the other at any moment.
My father had been sitting in his study doing paperwork when he heard
the story. As punishment, he made Joseph eat the goose’s meat for dinner,
cooked in a crockpot with carrots and herbs. “Joe,” my father said, sighing.
He took off his glasses to rub the bridge of his nose with his fingers. “If you
kill it, you better eat it.”
After the goose incident, Joseph lived by my father’s law. I remember
many squirrels roasted in the oven. I remember a whole bluegill about
six inches long, still wet and squirming, that he bit in half on a dare. The
eating was both a justification of the killing and an assertion of power, I
suppose. I thought nothing of it. I knew as soon as the dart hit the frog
that the frog would end up cooked. So beneath the afternoon sun we set
out to build our own fire on which to roast the frog legs.
Joseph found his hatchet in the dirt near the fire pit and stood at the
edge of the forest, hacking at the brush for kindling. The forest arched
around the pond like a giant crescent moon, and the space between them
was full of wild grass and sunflowers. I remember standing in that space
and feeling the tug of two planets—the woods sprawling high over my head
and the pond digging down into the earth, each hiding its own strange
creatures.
In winter, the forest was a dead place, but summer made it buzz and
rustle. A single massive trail marked the entrance like an open mouth.
Sitting on the great hill looking out over the land, I would sometimes watch
my father disappear into the gaping hole in his camouflage face paint and
hunting suit, bow slung over his shoulder. Most days, he came back empty-handed but full of stories. I wonder now if he ever chose not to lift his
bow at the sight of a young mother, a doe, followed by her fawns. I never
saw my father kill a living thing. I think he preferred the privacy.
I cannot forget, however, the strong scent of a buck, freshly gutted,
hanging upside down from a hook in our garage. I would stand and examine
it—my body small enough to fit inside the hollow stomach exposing a thick
set of ribs. Growing up in hunting land means being forever surrounded
by life and death and watching as they bleed into each other. I never made
the connection then, but the scent of that buck was the scent of the forest
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caked into its fur and mixed with its blood.
The same scent drifted over me as I stood between the forest and pond
that summer day. With a pack of matches he snatched from my father’s
study, Joseph lit the kindling from underneath. The dry wood crackled as
he pulled a long, thin spear from a pile of twigs near the fire pit. With his
pocket knife, he sharpened the wooden tip and inserted it through the
frog’s limp body until the spear’s tip poked out of the frog’s mouth. He
shrugged.
“Normally you just cut off the legs and roast ’em in a pan, I guess,” he
said. We had seen our mother do that with frogs he brought home before.
“They taste like chicken wings. You better eat one, Annie.”
“Oh, I don’t know, Joe,” I said, looking at the frog as he held it over the
fire on the spear. The frog’s skin grew papery and black over the flames.
“Don’t be a wussy,” he laughed, waving the blackened frog toward me.
A soft wind brushed the tips of the grass like velvet rubbed the wrong
way. Joseph sat back on his haunches, turning the frog over the flames. Uninterested, I wandered to the pond’s edge. This is where the memory blurs.
The water stretched before me, almost a mile wide and two miles long.
A thick wooden bridge led out to a grassy man-made island near the pond’s
center. In my memory, I watch this scene from above, the way a circling
bird watches a field mouse scuttle through grass. Perhaps the land itself,
like memory, is too large and blurred to face head-on. This island, the size
of a small one-bedroom house, sprouted wildflowers of every shape and
color, like a head of rainbow hair poking up through the water.
I think I heard Joseph say without looking away from the flames, “Be
careful, Annie,” as my tiny body trotted out over the bridge to the island.
At the island’s edge, a dragonfly landed on a daisy. My hand extended
before me, toward the glittering wings, the tempting petals. Nothing was
stagnant; some northern wind rustled the tiny green bristles on the flower stem, the same wind that pulled my hair and my sundress forward. The
sun itself was a force of motion, sending beams of light reflecting off the
water. Then, from the thick grass in front of me, a water snake’s muddy
brown head shot forward into the open air, just five inches from my hand,
and froze there. All was still—my arm extended, my hair blown around my
head, the flower bent toward me in the breeze.
A long silver needle slid into my frame of vision. It pierced the snake’s
glossy eye, then moved through its head, and protruded through the opposite eye. Maybe somewhere in the air above, God had pressed pause on a big
remote, but everything returned to life as soon as that needle-shaped dart
flew clean through the snake’s head. Its thick brown body flailed in the air
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in front of me and dropped to the ground, writhing in the grass.
I turned to see Joseph’s left hand around his blowgun, his right hand
balled into a tight fist. I remember his veins pulsing with a current around
knuckles white as shed deer antlers. I remember a long, slow death unlike
any I’d ever seen, in which the creature convulsed, splattering its blood
onto the yellow grass and white flowers.
I remember a few more darts fired into the snake, and Joseph’s grip
on its limp body when, like a rope thrown down a well, he flung it into the
pond’s depths.
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UNRULY
Milen Mehari

University of Mary Washington

Defining Black Hair Lingo: [as told and taught to me]
Baby hair: The hair on the edge of one’s scalp. They are expected to lay
on the forehead of the individual. Baby hairs are associated with loosely
textured curl patterns.
Hair texture: Curl pattern is measured on a scale of four-one. Four is
kinky curly hair, like the curves on a nail. Type one hair is straight, type
two is California-girl wavy, and type three is the place in between cotton
and silk.
Locs: [Or why they aren’t called dreadlocks] The root word dread means
terribly awful or to fear. Black hair in its natural state is beautiful, thus to
say dreadlocks is to be in contradiction.
Black Girl Magic: This term refers to learning to love yourself as a Black
girl. To be woke, or aware, of the false senses of beauty the world demands
of you.
Black American Culture: The origin of American popular culture.
Appropriation of Black Culture: Basically killing enslaved Africans and
wearing them (and their descendants) for decoration. Yes, I’m still pressed
about slavery.
Pressed: To be stressed, forced into conformity. Also means to straighten
out the kink of any Black girl’s curly hair.
***
Pre-Woke [Or before 2013]
Relaxing hair is a form of self-policing. The chemical itches, burns, feels
like something is eating away at your flesh; only then do you begin to wash
it out. It is an attempt to reflect society’s image of perfection and beauty.
Conformity is the name of the game.
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***
As soon as you get out of the shower, brush your hair, or by the next
sunrise it will clump up and be unruly. This was wisdom given to me from
my mother. Before I became responsible for keeping my hair presentable,
she took care and compassion to loosen the knots in my afro. At her age,
she had become an expert in pulling her hair into submission. She grew
accustomed to the cycle of relax, dry, straighten, repeat. I think that’s why she
accepted my decision to make myself presentable the way she had.
I didn’t hate my hair. I just accepted that there were some requirements for me to like it. Three hours of chemical burning, hair drying, and
straightening became routine after the second visit. To be honest, the
moments before the relaxer were when I wanted to crawl inside myself. The
hairdresser took my hair out of the bun and let the world see the mess I
made of my roots. The windows, those large door-sized shop windows, allowed viewers to examine me. But once the relaxer cream touched my scalp,
I knew I was repenting, and so the audience of bystanders found a way to
forgive me. At least I hoped they would.
***
Woke [Or after 2013]
Appropriation of Black culture is robbery. In the broader system of oppression, it is a form of keeping people in their place. First, tell them they are
worthless and subhuman. Most will accept the first rule, but there will be a
few who resist. At this point, you move on to the second stage. Do as they
do, speak as they speak, be exactly like them, but tell them you are a sequel
better than the original.
***
My cousin told me my hair could look like hers. I didn’t really believe her,
but I let myself dream. The summer before my junior year of high school,
I was 16 years old and had never seen my natural hair’s curl pattern. As a
child, my mom brushed, braided, and perfected my crown, so there wasn’t
really any in-between time to explore my hair.
When I told my mom I wanted to cut off my relaxed hair, she said I
would scare my hair away. It made me laugh to imagine my hair choosing
not to grow, as if presenting my natural hair was shameful. That’s not what
she meant. I know she wanted me to get through life without cruelty. I
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know this because when the hairdresser told us she wouldn’t work on my
unrelaxed head, my mother embodied the fury of a Black woman scorned.
The hairdresser was Eritrean, from my country, but could not find it in
herself to do my hair.
Rejection has a way of humbling you. In the year and a half that it took
to grow out and cut my relaxed hair, my skin grew thick with callouses. I
learned to prepare myself for the time when I could release my crown from
braids and buns, and let her just be.
***
In 2016, a public high school bans the wearing of traditional African hairstyles. They say they are distracting and not allowed in the school setting.
As if cornrows, locs, and afros have ever been involved in the miseducation of Black folks. Respectability politics says assimilation is the best way
to improve one’s quality of life. The assumption being, if you do as the
oppressor does, speak as they speak, be exactly like them, they will stop
saying Other and just call you human.
***
By the time I graduated high school, I embraced my hair like a long lost
love. I wanted to make up for the lost times, the days when I didn’t know
any better. The most difficult part about learning is the paradigm shift,
especially when the subject of your exploration is yourself. I thought I had
come to be at peace with my new reality, the one where I love my existence
unconditionally and the one where I could be unconditionally happy.
My mom asked me how I planned to make my hair presentable for
graduation day, and all I could think was how beautiful I would look with
my afro out and my fist up. She told me I should straighten it because then
it would be good for the pictures. The idea that I would let my curls bend to
the will of a flat iron made me feel shameful. But I agreed to go because I
told myself I am not my hair. In theory, I didn’t want my hair to be a political
act; at that point I just wanted my hair to be whatever she wanted. But the
thing about theories is that they never consider the context of reality.
As I sat at the beauty shop, I told the hairdresser I just need a blowout, no flat ironing needed. She smiled and asked me if I was sure. She said,
straightening your hair would make it look better. After my hair had dried and
I was ready to leave, I noticed people at the shop were looking at me wide138
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eyed. I realized they were staring at me because my hair was poofy, as I
couldn’t bring myself to completely straighten it. But standing there being
gawked at, ready to pay for what she had done for me, reminded me that I
still knew the feeling of shame.
***
I thank my hair for being tough and stubborn, like she knows herself.
She acts like she has seen many existences; she is proud in that way, where
she thinks she knows her worth. She doesn’t need any recognition to know
that she is still growing.
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BY THE BRINICLE
Terin Weinberg
Salisbury University

A brittle star spits
its stomach to pry
a cream mollusk from its skeleton cage. Sifting
through the salted spines of lionfish,
her hands entrance one another
to meet and cup at the brackish veins
leading to Sea’s mouth. Bubbles
flirt as she chokes
up an angelfish rib.
+
Separate weights begin
to quarrel—taunting and turning his waters
around till the saltier sinks. Entrancing
the warmer to join
the sickle descent, trailing
the depths, tickling each meter
dropped. Pressing his callused
lips to the frothy bottom, Sea swallows
the pink stars first. The
electric-purple
urchins only shiver once.
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GRINDING CRAFTS
Terin Weinberg
Salisbury University

The globe sits sunken
in a petri dish, while I collect owl
pellets and tear them open
with fever. I hoard your molars
and stroke your carpal bones
when I find them hidden in mice fur. Marigolds
and lotuses fill me when I rest the teeth
in my corduroys. I can feel each
bustle open and shutter
with breath. They tell me
to be patient. Every word
whistled out of their bloom. I beg them
to sprout through my interior, to merge
with peachy surface. The lotuses meet
my skin first—rising
from the murk
of my gut. The marsh marigolds,
barely tender, open
their guiled eyes with glistening
golden blades and bleached
petals, all along carrying your ivories
scraping lung walls.
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THE PIANO PLAYER
Isabel Coffey

Valparaiso University

“Don’t touch the piano!”—I don’t actually remember Grandpa telling me
this, but I assume he must have, early in my life, because by the time I was
old enough to retain memories of visiting my grandparents in New Mexico,
it was a given. Of course I didn’t touch the piano. No one touched it except
Grandpa.
Grandpa’s piano would have loomed in any room other than its own; it
lived under a ceiling more than two stories high, perched upon a colorful
rug, illuminated by floor-to-ceiling windows on one side. A Steinway Grand
Piano, at least nine feet long: though its wood was almost black, it did
not feel dense or heavy, illuminated as it was in its open arena. Grandpa
has told me many times about the meticulous process that goes into making these entirely handcrafted instruments—the poured cast iron frame;
the strings and hammers artfully paired; the thin, pliable wood wrapped
around the side and molded to fit the piano’s sanded curves; layer after
layer of wood stain, brushed in a practiced arc over the body of the beast.
No two Steinways sound exactly alike, and that’s part of why the world’s
greatest pianists love them.
“They breathe,” Grandpa told me once. “Great pianists play on them one
after another until they find the right one.” Of course, when he bought his
Steinway, he too visited the factory in New York and played Bach on each
piano in the store until he found the perfect match.
As a child visiting my grandparents in their bright New Mexico home,
I would sit on the reading chair next to the piano. He would make an
espresso with his state-of-the-art machine and set it on the table next to
my chair, then take up the bench and play. He loved Bach most of all, but
he played Mozart and Chopin as well. There was always a moment before
the music—he opened his score, he readjusted his posture, he placed his
fingers on the keys. He sat still, summoning a slow, laborious breath,
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centering his knowledge and his love into one unified beam that allowed
him to play. Only then could his fingers begin their laughter and tears.
Grandpa was right: it breathed.
.|.|.|
“Tell me what you know about Bach,” he said once, sitting beside me on the
couch.
“Um...he wrote music,” I said, forcing a self-deprecating laugh. Hoping
to seem, or at least feel, less ignorant.
“Well, of course,” Grandpa replied. “But so did Mozart. And Hayden.
And Chopin...Bach was the best.” His face softened; the wrinkles in his
forehead and around his lips dissolved for a moment, leaving just his
tangled smile lines, and a cool tide caressed his eyes, washing away his
derision at my answer. “Bach lived in Germany and composed music for the
church and for small performances with his friends. Even in his lifetime, he
was beloved. Mozart and the others, they had a lot of problems, but Bach
loved his family.” Here, he grasped my hand and looked at my Grandma. “I
know what it’s like to love the most wonderful woman, so I kind of know
how Bach felt.”
I watched the tide in his eyes, whispering to me of love and passion for
something bigger and older than the three of us in that room. He told me
once if I ever learned to play Bach, I could play for him on his Steinway,
and, nodding along to his offer, I secretly yearned to love something that
way. I didn’t know that a time without music would come as soon as it did.
.|.|.|
My grandparents sold the Steinway after moving to a much smaller house
in Arizona. For a couple years, it lived with them in Phoenix, nestled in a
small room in their new house, crouched and cramped and ready to leap
from its confinement. But Grandpa’s neuropathy made it hard for him to
play, and the wood was hard to take care of in the unrelenting dry desert heat. One Christmas Eve, my family went to their house for dinner. I
walked the accustomed path to the kitchen: as usual, I left my shoes by the
guest room door, and walked past the black-and-white photo of rock formations in Utah, past the den with its hundred fine-bound leather classics,
and then, past the piano room, but here—my feet stopped. Refused to let
me continue the path to the kitchen.
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Once barely containing Grandpa’s piano, the piano room was now dominated by a painting, bright and abstract, flat against the wall. “The piano!”
My voice came out thin and unsure, as if maybe I was mistaken and the
piano wasn’t gone. Looking around the room, I wondered if it had always
been so big. Two windows and a stained glass lamp. Had they always had
that lamp? The back wall felt miles away, and against it was Grandpa’s desk
from the den, neatly situated with a stack of New Yorkers and a large computer monitor.
“We had to sell it,” Grandma said. “The wood was getting too dry and
we don’t have the energy to take care of it.”
“It’s much better. I rarely play anymore,” Grandpa emerged from their
room. “The man we sold it to owns a music and stereo store in Scottsdale—
we’ve taken you there—he has all the resources and time to take care of it.”
“Remember, he said you could visit it anytime,” Grandma said, turning
her smile his way. She looked at him across the kitchen, waiting for his
sorrow to show through.
It didn’t. Not in his face, at least. But I saw it in all the new distractions
and gadgets that tried to occupy what we still call the piano room.
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MOTHER COUNTRY
Abbi DeLeve

Georgia State University

A response to Sindiwe Magona’s book, Mother to Mother (South Africa)

You smell sweet, milky.
I hold you against my face,
drink you in.
Feel your soft skin,
unblemished by inequality.
This is what I remember—
A mouth chanting for simpler changes,
your tiny hands curled
into fists incapable of wrath.
Your infant mind holds no capacity
for anger, politics. You protest
only when I take you off my breast.
I don’t know this furious person.
A slow burn crawls over your body
covered in scars of contention.
Who is it that sleeps in your bed,
dreaming of deliverance?
I serve a stranger porridge.
You are angry with our country
for stealing our freedom.
But you have stolen my son.
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